
Pinnacle 831 

Chapter 831: step 1 

 

At the Vulcan Aerospace Manufacturing Plant, Qin Yu once again saw the blessed Lao Bai. 

"You already have double chins now." Qin Yu said while looking at Lao Bai. 

"The food is too good to eat, what can I do?" Bai Ze said innocently. 

"These are the preparatory personnel you selected?" 

Looking at the 12 people standing behind him, Qin Yu had detailed information in his mind. 

As long as it is the information that can be found on the Internet, don't want to escape the "eyes" of 

Kylin. 

"Yes, they have selected the best talents through various selections." Bai Ze nodded. 

"Okay, leave it to me!" Qin Yu nodded to He Wu, and the other party led 12 people down. 

"These are all talents, you can keep them for me." Bai Ze said seriously, half jokingly. 

"Don't worry, don't lose it." Qin Yu smiled and said: "It's just a bit of hardship at best." 

If you want to be the pioneer of history, what can you do without paying a price? 

Training alone is not enough; becoming a founding colonist cannot be accomplished with brute force. 

You also need a brain, and it seems that many of them are smart people. 

But Qin Yu has the final say on whether it fits or not. 

Although the Martian immigration plan was initiated by the upper hand, all the technical support 

actually came from the miracle company. 

Qin Yu wants to say no, who can object? 

"That~ there is someone in there for you to take care of." Bai Ze said suddenly. 

"Oh, you mean Bai Shuang?" Qin Yu seemed to smile. 

Bai Ze looked at him in surprise and said, "How do you know?" 

"I naturally have my channel, what does she have to do with you?" Qin Yu, who didn't ask Qilin to check 

the genealogy, felt that it was necessary to add this one. 

He won't send it to himself, it's all related parties, right? 

"It's my niece, PhD in Physics. Don't think I'll use public for personal gain. She passed the selection by 

her own efforts. 



The explanation that Bai Ze specifically emphasized seemed to Qin Yu's sophistry with a guilty 

conscience. 

However, as long as she can pass the test of Vulcan Company, then it doesn't matter how she came. 

Can't pass, then where does it come from? 

To put it bluntly, it's: Where to stay cool, where to go, fuck! 

After Bai Ze left in a helicopter "dududu", Qin Yu walked towards the training camp that had just been 

drawn out from the rear. 

This place is now a vacant lot. Bai Ze helped him get the formalities to clarify the ownership of the land. 

The new planned area is 86 mu, and the extra land is reserved for the miracle company. 

Maybe they will have any new projects someday, and they need a new venue! 

Vulcan training camp, the last stop before interstellar immigrants leave. 

All immigrants have to receive training here, and then board the ship to outer space. 

There are only 12 people in this group. Their names are: Mo Wen, Han Zhong, Ji Liwen, Ma Han, Wu 

Jian, Song Pinghe, Bai Shuang, Dou Lin, Geng Wan, Shen Liya, Feng Xiaomei, and Shi Jing. 

12 people, exactly 6 men and 6 women. 

Whether this was deliberate or coincidence, Qin Yu didn't care, nor did he care. 

He only cares about one, whether these people can be qualified! 

"Awei, come here." Seeing Zhang Wei coming from a distance, Qin Yu urged him to hurry up. 

"Boss, I'm doing the final inspection of the engine, what's the matter... Who are these people?" 

Zhang Wei's thoughts jumped out of the complicated calculation formula and saw six men and six 

women in front of him. 

"They are your new task..." Qin Yu explained to him the origin and purpose of these people. 

"Boss, stop teasing me." 

Zhang Wei looked at him incredulously, "I'm so busy that I don't even have time to eat. You let me take a 

group of children." 

"You don't look very old by yourself." It was Ma Han who was speaking. He was five big and three thick, 

with an inch, and his immature face was arrogant. 

"I~" Seeing Qin Yu raising his hand to stop himself, Zhang Wei's expression was a little gloating. 

Standing in front of Mahan with a smile, just when he seemed at a loss, his chest suddenly sank, and 

then the whole person flew backwards. 

Boom~ 



After a few turns on the ground, Mahan lay motionless on the ground. 

He Wu beckoned not far away, and there was a mechanical sound. 

A small excavator appeared, shoveling Mahan and dirt on the ground together, and drove in an 

unknown direction. 

Everyone's eyes were filled with consternation and fear, and their brains fell into a daze. 

Where is this and what did he do? 

Mahan...dead? 

"Don't worry, he didn't die." Qin Yu walked back and forth in front of the remaining 11 people, and said 

to himself. 

"There is only one rule here, to obey orders, I don't care what your identity or background is. 

Whoever provokes the rules, I will provoke whoever. Consequences, as you have just seen, anyone who 

is not satisfied can contact me to complain. " 

"Report." Bai Shuang stood up. 

"Speak." Qin Yu said. 

"I want to complain." Bai Shuang shouted loudly. 

"Don't accept it, go back." Qin Yu roared. 

What am I... 

Bai Shuang almost choked to death with saliva. You still complained if you didn't accept it. Are you 

kidding me? 

"Yes, I'm just playing with you, not convinced?" Standing in front of the white face, his face was almost 

against her. 

The fine hairs on his skin are clearly visible under his eyes. 

The breathing breath made Bai Shuang almost suffocated. 

With tears and grievances in his eyes, Bai Shuang responded loudly: "Don't dare." 

"It's right if you don't dare, Shao Te is pretentious to me, and has a temper to hold me back." As soon as 

he took down Ma Wei, everyone realized that Qin Yu was not easy to provoke. 

Within 5 minutes of arriving at the place, one of them was knocked out, and he didn't know his life or 

death. 

And the strength he showed just now, hitting people five or six meters with one palm, is this what 

ordinary people can do? 

"His name is Zhang Wei, the chief engineer and CEO of Vulcan Aerospace Exploration Company. You 

want to go to Mars, and the spacecraft you boarded was built by him." 



"Ms. Zhang." Everyone said in unison. 

"Hello everyone, don't be so polite, call me Lao Zhang, Zhang Gong will do." Zhang Wei also scared the 

boss. 

Why didn't I find out before that my boss is still a violent maniac. 

If I changed it to myself just now, I would already be drinking soup! 

"Lao Zhang will provide you with theories, and He Wu, instructor He and I are responsible for the 

practice." Qin Yu glanced at the time. 

"Give you 15 minutes to divide into two groups and choose a leader." As soon as Qin Yu's voice fell, 11 

people immediately started to move. 

The six girls consciously hug each other, and the remaining five boys naturally have no choice. 

"The respective captains stand up." Qin Yu said. 

The girls team is a white double, and the boys team is Ji Liwen. Qin Yu looked at the two and asked, "I'll 

give you one last chance. Are you sure it's that way?" 

Bai Shuang's expression hesitated, and Ji Liwen was also thinking about why he asked such a question. 

Is it a mystery or that their choice is wrong. 

"Time is up." Before the two of them could understand, Qin Yu had already announced that the time 

was over. 

"Well, now your first task is to build a survival warehouse. This is also your first task after landing." 

While speaking, a multifunctional space vehicle drove into the field. 

At the same time, various equipment and materials were piled beside them. 

There is no time to prepare for a break, and now, they are about to complete their first task. 

"Each equipment has instructions. Which team finishes it quickly can give priority to the room 

selection." 

Since Qin Yu said so, he can guess without asking, there must be some difference in the room. 

High probability is a simple, a luxurious. 

So, let's do it! 

"Report." Bai Shuang jumped out again. 

"Speak." Qin Yu responded, sitting in the chair that He Wu moved. 

"We are here to train to prevent this situation from happening. I don't understand the significance of 

this kind of raid." 

Bai Shuang’s words represent the aspirations of everyone, since they came to the training to teach them 

how to build an ecosystem on Mars. 



So, what's the point of letting them follow the instructions now? 

"Because no matter how well you prepare, there will be accidents. When you run into trouble on it, 

there is no time for you to train." 

"Remember, what you are going to do is a feat that has never been done before. Anything can happen. 

So, don't put all your hopes on training. Because there is no lesson from the past to provide you with 

experience and exclude all accidents. 

Up to the top, you can only rely on yourself and your companions. " 

After Qin Yu finished speaking, he looked at Bai Shuang and said, "Is this answer satisfactory?" 

Bai Shuang's expression was taken aback, and he replied: "Understood, thank you instructor!" 

She thought that Qin Yu would taunt or give herself a slap in the face again, but she didn't expect that 

he would actually explain the reason. 

It seems that this instructor is not difficult to get along with! 

Next, is the vigorous construction... 

In fact, the process is a bit boring. First, there is a messy communication, and then the division of 

responsibilities. 

Then I started to work, and encountered various difficulties. 

The difficulty for the boys team is that they all want to rely on brute force to solve everything, carelessly 

broke the valve of the survival chamber, and accidentally dropped a small package of parts. 

The biggest difficulty for girls is that many tasks that require strength are extremely difficult for them. 

And some things that require skill, they will always make a mess. 

Time passed by every minute, until night fell. 

Two searchlights illuminated the site as if it was daylight, sweating, and standing full of mud and oil. 

Two crooked, completely unqualified survival bins stood in the open spaceNo one passed the test today, 

disbanded! Qin Yu got up and finished speaking, then turned and left. 

Only 11 dazed rookies were left, and they fell to the ground exhausted. 

Some people lie down with their limbs wide open, never wanting to move a finger again... 

"Get up, take you to the dormitory." He Wu said calmly. 

They helped each other to stand up, and followed He Wu to the two rows of blue-skinned simple 

houses. Someone couldn't help but vomit: "Is this room different?" 

"It's the same." He Wu said indifferently. 

"Then, what did the instructor let us compare to?" Gillivan, the captain, said everyone's aspirations. 



"The boss just said that he has priority, and it doesn't mean that there is any difference in the room. Has 

he ever said that?" He Wu asked rhetorically. 

Everyone looked at each other, and for a moment they were speechless to refute. 

What he said makes sense, so shall I go?  

Chapter 832: Little JK turned out to be a schoolmaster 

 

 

Since the first blow, both teams have put away their arrogance. 

And redistribute the team, formally put into training... 

Super sci-fi fitted space suits, space vehicles with powerful functions, and stunning engineering robotic 

arms. 

How to build a perfect ecological circle with the laying of survival warehouses, planting areas, living 

areas, ecological areas, power cabins, pipelines and lines. 

The terrain, weather, environment of the landing point, various possible danger predictions, solutions, 

etc... 

In short, every day is fulfilling. 

Qin Yu is also fulfilling, he not only pays attention to the detailed progress of the entire training. 

We also have to deal with a large group of tracking questions from the outside about how much 

confidence Vulcan has in this plan. 

Everyone wants to know what breakthrough technologies are there. 

In response, Qin Yu is going to ask Xu Meixin to hold a press conference to answer some questions as a 

working spokesperson. 

"Boss, I can't." Xu Meixin said modestly. 

"I said you can do it, you can do it, this is a draft, you can just follow the above answer, other questions 

are nothing to comment!" 

Seeing the answer on the manuscript, Xu Meixin blinked and said, "Is it so self-willed?" 

The latest development of Vulcan Space Exploration Company, the King Kong-class cruiser named 

"Chang'e" has entered the final testing stage. 

It is stated that, of course, it will not use cruisers, but manned exploration spacecraft. 

The list of personnel and some details of the training can be revealed. 

Another point is that Vulcan will "dumplings" under Earth orbit in the near future. 

Chang'e will lift off with 310 satellites, and a light rain will fall in orbit. 



These satellites are only the size of a two-person rice cooker, and the solar panels on both sides are not 

large. 

It is currently the most popular mainstream satellite and can fully meet various commercial purposes. 

Launching 310 satellites at one time will successfully break the world record of 230 created abroad. 

It also represents that Xia Guo has fully overtaken the Bald Eagle in the field of satellite launch. 

As for the purpose of launching these satellites. 

One is to test the actual data and safety of the Chang'e, and the other is to meet commercial needs. 

The Miracle Group has always relied on Kirin's powerful capabilities to "borrow" other people's satellites 

to meet its own needs. 

Although it is cool to do so, but as the business unfolds. 

"Borrowing" alone can no longer meet the needs of the group's development, so there is this sudden 

satellite launch. 

Follow the boss's instructions to prepare. At 2 o'clock in the afternoon, the reporters arrived in the large 

conference room on time. 

The venue has been set up, and after the reporters entered the venue, Xu Meixin was also notified. 

"Sister Xu, come on!" Xiaoyuan accompanied Xu Meixin to the meeting room and stood at the door to 

cheer for her. 

This time she represented the secretary to the chairman. As one of them, Xu Meixin's glory is her glory. 

Sun Yuan hopes to see her show her best, and at the same time have a little bit of envy! 

If you let yourself go... 

It seems that I don't have the guts. 

"Our spokesperson is here." The moment Xu Meixin appeared, the spotlight was on. 

Someone recognized her, after all, this is not the first time she has represented Qin Yu in the media. 

After recognizing her, everyone immediately became excited. 

The beauty secretary, looks, figure, and ability is indispensable, and she is extremely good in her own 

right. 

Now speaking on behalf of the Miracle Group, more than a dozen titles have been formed in my mind in 

an instant. 

Moreover, I heard that she has extremely high authority within the company, which is also a big selling 

point. 

If you can catch the ambiguity between her and the boss, fucking... 



Some people only care about the heat, while others are more concerned about the big news brought by 

Xu Meixin. 

The news that can be announced by her in person is certainly not trivial. 

So everyone cheered up and waited for the question session. 

Sure enough, Xu Meixin first mentioned the progress of the "Martian Immigration Project" as soon as 

she came to power. 

When they learned that the carrier spacecraft was named "Chang'e," everyone showed excitement. 

Carry spaceships, spaceships. 

Not a rocket, but a real spaceship. 

For the first time, in a slide show before the eyes of the world. 

It looks so beautiful, and every inch is full of industrial art. 

Shocking, proud, and surging passion makes people want to shout. 

But they still held back, because no one wanted to interrupt Xu Meixin on stage at this moment. 

I just want her to talk more and more! 

"The actual situation, everyone will see in the follow-up official announcement. Next, I will announce a 

new decision... 

The company expects to conduct the first test flight of the Chang'e at the end of this month, on the 

28th. 

In this test flight, Chang'e will lift off with 310 commercial satellites..." 

"Fuck, I heard it right?" Old He, who was also invited to the meeting, couldn't sit still on the spot. 

310 satellites were launched at one time, which is 80 more than the highest record abroad... 

So, the record is broken! 

On the technical level of satellite launch, do we achieve anti-transcendence against the bald eagle? 

Damn it, **** it, **** it... 

Lao He's hands trembled with excitement, he couldn't help but took out his phone and started editing 

text. 

He wanted to spread the news first, it was too exciting and too shocking. 

He took a few photos of Xu Meixin on the stage, and Lao He went on to write: "The most beautiful 

executive of the Miracle Group, today announced the heavy news!" 

Lao He's news has always been pragmatic, and he never made any headline party eyeballs. 

Therefore, those who follow him are also mature and rational people. 



When I saw Lao He mentioned that the Chang'e carrier...launched 310 commercial satellites... 

After waiting for the keywords, fans immediately fry the pot. 

The most direct manifestation is that aerospace concept stocks have reached new highs and the trend is 

amazing. 

At the same time, the stock price of the foreign aerospace giant Falcon Space Exploration Company has 

a downward trend. 

The company is even facing an enemy, actively investigating and looking for clues, trying to prove that 

the miracle group's statement is nonsense. 

… 

… 

At Lixin Investment, Jiang Luo in the trader's room was staring at the big screen intently. 

Qin Yu told her two days ago that Falcon Space Exploration's stock price will fluctuate in the future. 

Anticipating a significant drop, she began to actively prepare. 

Now, the trend is there, but the decline is small and pitiful. 

This small fluctuation alone will not affect the overall trend of the stock price at all, and it is not 

profitable at all. 

But she did not give up. 

Since Qin Yu said that there will be fluctuations, there must be fluctuations. 

It’s not happening now, just because the time is wrong... 

"Mr. Jiang, look up." The observer suddenly reminded that the stock price began to rise. 

Investors are still full of confidence in the Falcon Space Exploration Company. 

Everyone is also full of confidence in Qin Yu, but seeing the stock price return to a high point little by 

little, everyone will inevitably whisper in their hearts. 

Could it be that the boss's prediction was wrong this time? 

At this moment, a piece of news suddenly went viral on the Internet, and for a while it spread to the 

other side of the ocean. 

In this era of interlinked information, it is difficult to have any secrets undiscovered. 

Just like a price list accidentally "leaked" by the Miracle Company, it clearly marked the cost of a launch 

mission for the carrier spacecraft. 

4 million, which can carry 310 satellites, and the average "ticket" per satellite is only 13,903 yuan. 

Unit: Great Xia currency. 



Converted into US dollars, the cost of taking off and landing is only 500,000 dollars. 

It’s half cheaper than Falcon Space Exploration, Mom hiccups~~ 

"Mr. Jiang, it's coming, it's down, it's really down~~" In the trading room, a shout of surprise rang out. 

"Don't panic, be optimistic about your own market, and act according to the previous plan." Jiang Luo 

said calmly. 

The corners of his mouth rose slightly, and his eyes shone brightly. 

She knew, she knew... 

Qin Yu will never make a mistake. If there is a mistake, it must be the world's fault. 

At the same time, Qin Yu, who gave Jiang Luo the courage to confront the world, was plowing a piece of 

fertile tender soil. 

Turning over and lying on the bed, Qin Yu looked at Jia Jingsi beside him: "Are you satisfied?" 

Jia Jingsi was completely speechless, panting with a psychedelic expression. 

This is the only proof that she is alive... 

Damn it, too intense! 

After finally regaining consciousness and waking up again, Jia Jingsi said, "Uncle, this is my graduation 

trip." 

"??" Qin Yu looked at her and asked, "Is the college entrance examination over?" 

Jia Jingsi pointed at herself and asked, "What do you think?" 

Well, Qin Yu has been busy with work lately, even when Xu Xixi left, he didn't even go to see her off. 

It’s no surprise to stay at the company all day and forget the college entrance examination. 

"Which school did you report to?" Qin Yu asked. 

"Fudan Department of Medicine." Jia Jingsi replied. 

Qin Yu held his head and looked at her, surprised: "Xueba?" 

Jia Jingsi proudly said: "Have I ever said that I am not?" 

"You don't look the same at all." Qin Yu shook his head in response. 

All day long, she will be cute and act like a baby, and she will not eat and drink or have fun every day, 

which can also be admitted to the Fudan Department of Medicine. 

When did the admission standard drop so low? 

Hearing what Qin Yu said, Jia Jingsi turned over and sat on his waist, desperately scratching him, "Let 

you say it, let you say it." 



Hold her waist down...it will happen naturally. 

The little girl who was still pungent before instantly softened into marshmallows, gasping for breath. 

Three hours later, Qin Yu appeared in the living room wrapped in a bath towel and found the phone that 

was ringing under a pair of clothes. UU reading www.uukanshu.com 

"Hey?" 

"Mr. Qin, hello, this is Audi..." 

The RS7 given to Xu Xixi arrived, and according to the address he provided, he personally delivered the 

key to her. 

It's just a normal notification process, who asked Qin Yu to pay for it! 

Hung up the phone and left it on the sofa. 

Qin Yu sat by the window and looked at the view of Nanhu Lake in the distance. 

I don't know when it will rain outside, the misty rain is hazy, floating on the lake, it looks very emotional. 

Qin Yu suddenly wanted to go for a walk. 

Get dressed, leave the hotel alone, strolling around Nanhu in the drizzle. 

The rain hits the body, it is very comfortable! 

At this moment, the busy life is away from him, leaving only nature's most selfless gift, washing the 

world's filth. 

Chapter 833: Caring with diamonds 

 

 

There was no romantic encounter, Qin Yu came and walked alone. 

Just after a light rain, the inner cumbersomeness and pressure seemed to have been washed away. 

It was a relaxed and arbitrary feeling, which made him feel comfortable for several days in a row. 

The smile on his face is also more than in the past... 

So Qin Yu drove the brand new McLaren P1GTR to the company. 

Mahan, who returned to the team, couldn't help having a convulsive reaction when he saw him like this. 

Brother, don't laugh if it's okay! 

I was panicked when I saw it, and I couldn't stop shaking... 

Asking Qin Yu to slap Shan Fei and faint, now Ma Han is the most obedient in the group. 

What happened that day is vivid, and he only felt a force rushing to his chest and his feet off the ground. 



The gravity seemed to disappear suddenly, and the person flew straight out like this. 

In mid-air, he couldn't breathe as if there was a heavy object on his chest, and he fainted in a whirlwind 

moment. 

Later, thinking back to what happened, he always felt lucky that he was still alive. 

Provoke Qin Yu... 

Brother die, is it good to be alive? 

"Boss, have you changed cars again?" He Wu asked, looking at the P1GTR in the distance. 

"Give you." 

Throwing the key to him, Qin Yu pointed behind him: "I am familiar with it, I don't know how to ask 

Qilin." 

"I'll take a stroll!" He Wu walked to the parking lot expertly. 

As long as Qin Yu bought a new car, he was always the fastest to get started. 

As a driver, if he doesn't even understand the performance of the car, how can he ensure the safety of 

the boss. 

"Zhang Wei." Calling him aside, Qin Yu asked, looking at the greatly changed training camp, "Which step 

is it?" 

"The survival warehouse, planting area, ecological area and power cabin have been completed." Zhang 

Wei responded. 

"Can it be used normally?" Qin Yu asked. 

"There is a small problem, but it can be solved." Zhang Wei said. 

"Well, what about the Chang'e?" Qin Yu wanted to know the progress of the spacecraft. On the 28th, 

there was a global live broadcast waiting for Vulcan's space exploration. 

If it messed up, not only the miracle company, but the entire Xia Guo would become a laughing stock. 

Xu Meixin, on his behalf, praised Haikou at the press conference. 

The feat of launching 310 satellites at one time cannot be turned into a grand firework show. 

"The engine docking installation is complete, and it has reached the final testing stage." 

"Very good, let Kirin test it again." Qin Yu specifically exhorted. 

"Don't worry, boss, if you don't say I will ask Qilin for help." Zhang Wei put his hand on the pinna and 

smiled: "Right, buddy!" 

Seeing his lewd smile, Qin Yu guessed that the two were discussing something unsuitable for children. 

Shaking his head, Qin Yu walked towards the headquarters building. 



As soon as she arrived at the office door, Xu Meixin stood up and reminded: "Boss, Team Leader Jing is 

here." 

"When did you arrive?" Qin Yu stopped. 

"It's 8 o'clock and I have been waiting here." Xu Meixin stroked her skirt with her hand and stood behind 

him. 

Jing Yuan, who opened the office door and sat in a daze on her chair, did not hear her. 

"Cough~" After clearing her throat, she quickly got up and turned back. 

The guilt and apology in her eyes made Qin Yu understand what she was going to do. 

"Sorry, boss, this happened because I didn't do my job well." Jing Yuan lowered her head in shame. 

Yes, she came to apologize... 

Because of the previous corruption incident, two of the three people were members of her team. 

As the team leader and project chief, she has an unshirkable responsibility. 

"I don't want to say more about criticism. If you deduct two months of salary, you can reflect on 

yourself." Qin Yu said calmly. 

Jing Yuan was punished, but her eyes lit up. 

The deadly expression also revived, "Yes, I see, teacher." 

"Go!" 

"Thank you, teacher." 

Bowing at 90 degrees, Jing Yuan left the office with a happy expression. 

At the same time, secretly make up my mind that I can no longer devote all my energy to research work 

in the future. 

We also need to set aside some time for administrative management. 

After all, she is now not only a technical researcher, but also the project leader of the entire scientific 

research institute. 

The top leader of scientific research projects. 

The **** determines the head. Since she is sitting in this position, she should shoulder the 

responsibility, whether she likes it or not. 

When Jing Yuan was sent off, Xu Meixin said in surprise: "Team Leader Jing looks very happy." 

"The guilt is released, of course I am happy." Qin Yu responded. 

"It seems that she really cares about you." Xu Meixin pointedly. 

Qin Yu looked up at her and asked, "Don't you care?" 



"Cough~" Xu Meixin turned her head away and looked away. 

Hey, the potted plants in this corner are so green and beautiful! 

After finishing the work, Qin Yu first called his cousin Cui Jun. 

Jia Jingsi finished the exam here, and of course he also finished the exam. 

Now I’m waiting for the results. 

Listening to his tone, I should have taken the test very well this time! 

"In those few days I have to go back to school to attend the graduation ceremony, and I will celebrate 

with you when I come back!" 

After speaking with his cousin, Qin Yu asked Xu Meixin to book two tickets to Hudu on the 20th. 

He graduated on the 25th, and he had to go there a few days in advance. 

Don't get me wrong, it's not going to school. 

It was to catch a few appointments, and both Shaman and Momo came back. 

For these five days, he has to arrange his time. 

Two air tickets were booked because he would take Jia Jingsi back to Hudu with him. 

This little Nizi wanted to stay by her side for a few more days. 

It's hard to graduate, and you can relax after getting a good grade. 

Qin Yu couldn't get used to, spoiling, or letting her... 

When I went out before, I left her with Zhang Jianfa's credit card. 

In the past two days, she can consume energetically, as long as she is happy, she can buy whatever she 

wants. 

By the way, ask her to adjust some gifts, this time for a trip to Shanghai. 

The gift is the same and indispensable, Teacher Shen here, Qin Yu personally prepares it. 

I made a call to the 4S shop and ordered a Cayenne in advance to make a present for Shen Bing. 

No way, this thing is popular because of its good looks. 

Moreover, for women who do not pursue performance, both driving comfort and interior luxury 

standards can be met. 

"Boss, the gift box and base you ordered have been delivered!" Xu Meixin brought in two gifts, one large 

and one small, during the lunch break. 

"Well, it came just right." Qin Yu put down the box lunch in his hand and beckoned to let her come over. 

Opening the hidden safe in the drawer, Qin Yu took out two things at will. 



Flash~ 

Xu Meixin's pupils instantly turned into heart shapes, staring at the two bags of diamonds on the table 

without blinking. 

A bag contained a pear-shaped transparent diamond that was thicker than her thumb and had at least 

three or four thumb covers laughing. 

A long diamond-shaped diamond rod with nine little fingers long and short, 2~3cm wide. 

One of them is thicker than the other eight, equivalent to three. 

At this moment, Xu Meixin finally understood what the boss had used for the base that the jeweler had 

ordered. 

"Let the master come in!" Xu Meixin woke up at Qin Yu's reminder. 

Reluctantly looking at the diamonds on the table, he quickly called in the master waiting at the door. 

"I'm a boy, this..." As soon as the master came in, the diamond on the table was blinded. 

He took out the same tools from the bag slung in front of his chest, neatly tying them in front of them. 

Putting on the white gloves, the other party asked Qin Yu, "Can I get started?" 

Although there was an impatient eagerness in his eyes, he didn't seem panicked at all. 

The rules that should be there before getting started, have not fallen at all. 

This is called professional! 

"Please." Qin Yu smiled. 

The other party had to get the bag of diamond-shaped long pillars first, but when he was about to touch 

it, he changed to another bag. 

First check this single piece and finish setting it. 

Get the bag at the back slowly, so you won’t be anxious... 

Opening the plastic bag and pouring the diamonds in his hands, the master exclaimed in surprise, "Oh, 

it's heavy." 

This kind of sinking is relatively speaking, compared with 1, 2, 3 in daily life... 

A remarkable weight of 10 carats, this pear-shaped diamond weighing 52.1 carats is of course very 

heavy. 

Pinch the two ends of the diamond with the thumb and index finger, the master set the light source, and 

carefully distinguished the luster, purity and color. 

"Strange!" The master looked and looked again, raising the cylindrical magnifying glass for a while, 

putting it down again for a while, and observing it with the naked eye. 

There is so much confusion and doubt in his expression, but it is difficult to be sure! 



"What's the problem?" Qin Yu looked at the other party and asked. 

"Uh, Qin Dong, it's actually not a big problem." The master smiled politely and brewed for a while. 

Only then did I express my concerns. The characteristics of this diamond are a bit different from 

ordinary colorless diamonds. 

Especially in terms of purity and luster, the rough stone is normally turned into a diamond after a variety 

of supply and demand. 

Its diamond-colored luster will become more prominent, which is what people say can dazzle the eyes. 

This diamond is bright or bright, but its luster has some silvery hue. 

This is the first time the master has seen this situation after more than 20 years of work. 

In addition, this purity is transparent enough, without any impurities, absolutely top quality. 

But there is always a strange flowing dynamic object in it, just like the transparent water is sealed inside. 

This left the master at a loss, "It may also be a new type of diamond. I can take the liberty to ask, where 

did you find it?" 

Qin Yu pointed to the top of his head: "Outside." 

As soon as the master raised his head, he didn't react at first, until Xu Meixin reminded him that he 

understood that this meant the outside world. 

Out of the sky, isn't it just outer space! 

Oh, this Qin Dong. 

If you don't want to say, forget it, why are you kidding me. 

"Dong Qin, you don't want to say that, forget it, I understand." The master smiled and said: "In this way, 

I will install it for you first. 

As for the certificate...Why don't you send it to GIA in Shangdu for an appraisal To be honest, no one 

believes it! 

Brother Yu is a little helpless, this is really out of the world, my advantage is honesty. 

"The certificate won't bother the master, you just have to embed it for me." Qin Yu nodded with a smile. 

"Okay, then I will do it here." The master dare not take away such a valuable thing. 

In case of any unclear dispute, he can't afford the responsibility. 

Just in front of the owner, take it out the same way, let the other party look at it first, and make sure 

that there is no problem. 

Only then did the master concentrate on embedding things on the base. 

The first one is naturally a pear-shaped ring. After the diamond is set, wipe it a few times with a cloth. 



The master handed the ring to Qin Yu, and his eyes flickered and said: "Look at Dong Qin, this ring... is so 

beautiful." 
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Six-claw twist arm classic ring setting, simple, stylish, beautiful and classic. 

With this 51.1-carat D-grade colorless pear-shaped (drop-shaped) diamond, the moment you see it... 

Xu Meixin's heart slammed like a deer, "No woman can resist its charm." 

If someone uses it to propose to herself, Xu Meixin will answer without hesitation: "I am willing." 

That girl is so lucky! 

Thinking of Lu Qing who was about to be engaged to her boss, Xu Meixin's eyes flashed with jealousy. 

No woman can remain calm at this time, especially when... 

Now Xu Meixin has gone out of the house, although there is still a marriage contract, but it is just a 

name. 

Between the two, there is no longer any feelings to talk about. 

Therefore, in her opinion, she is a free body. 

You can make another choice~ 

No promise or status is needed, as long as there is one... 

"Secretary Xu, Secretary Xu?" After calling several times, Qin Yu couldn't help but look up. 

"Huh? Boss, I'm here." Xu Meixin hurriedly choked the little thoughts in her heart and replied with her 

head down. 

She was worried about Qin Yu's misunderstanding when she saw the jealousy in her pupils. 

She is jealous, but she won't hurt the boss, let alone the people he cares about. 

will never… 

"Put the ring in the bedroom first." Qin Yu handed her the jewelry box with the diamond ring. 

Holding it in her hands, Xu Meixin found that she could not walk anymore. 

Both feet moved forward awkwardly, holding the box with both hands, as if a bump would ruin the ring 

in the box. 

The price of this ring is at least over 100 million... 

Therefore, even if you know it is hard, you will not consciously get nervous. 



"Cough!" There was a cough behind him. 

Xu Meixin's stiff nerves suddenly recovered, and quickly disappeared inside the inner door. 

The setting of the crown is more troublesome than the ring. First of all, the main crystal in the middle 

should be embedded to find the position and height. 

It forms a mutually radiant shape with the eight sub-crystals to be embedded later, and there can be no 

mistakes at all. 

Secondly, its mosaic work is also more complicated. 

In terms of quantity alone, it is more complicated and cumbersome than the previous ring. 

First is the main part in the middle, and then one by one "diamond rods" are inserted into the card slot 

to locate the base. 

Then tighten the two-thirds of the diamond hoop from bottom to top. 

After the entire crown was set up, it was already dark after 6 hours. 

Worried that Xu Meixin will be deadlocked again and can't walk. 

Qin Yu sent the boxed crown back to the room and put it in the safe. Only then did Qin Yu come out 

again to send the master away. 

"Thank you, master." 

He personally took the person to the door and asked Xu Meixin to arrange the car to take the master 

back. 

Stop by on the way to have a good meal and treat me. 

"Give the master two bottles of Moutai, and two more cigarettes to go back." Qin Yu said. 

With his explanation, Xu Meixin will naturally arrange it properly. 

The company’s hospitality supplies are not much, but Maotai and Huaziguan are enough. 

Right now, there are more than 500 boxes of Maotai in the company's warehouse, and more than 300 

boxes of Huazi. 

Enough pipe! 

"Dong Qin is too polite, then I'll go back first. If you need to contact the company anytime if you have 

anything to do." 

I eat, drink, and take, and my tired body is renewed. 

Go, have a big meal and go... 

At 11 o'clock at night, although the building was brightly lit, people had almost left. 

Qin Yu called Xu Meixin and went to the 110th floor with him. 



This was originally Kylin’s "plug-in brain," but now it has been changed to a "material transfer room." 

There was only one inverted semi-circular metal ball in the whole layer. When Qin Yu put his palm on 

the scanner, the metal ball in front of him split into a small slit. 

The arc slid to the sides, exposing the "Material Conveyor" inside. 

A metal disc with a diameter of 20 meters is attached to the ground, and an antenna is erected on both 

sides, and the top is a double fork. 

"Boss, do you want to give something again?" Xu Mei asked curiously. 

Except for the installation day, this is Qin Yu's second visit here. 

AI robots are responsible for all work and safety in the past. 

It’s the machines he named [Creator]... 

The more she knows about the company, the more Xu Meixin admires this big man, and at the same 

time she has many worries in her heart. 

The intelligence of these robots refreshed Xu Meixin's cognition time and time again. 

It is feasible to ban humans by machines. 

When this thought came to mind for the first time, Xu Meixin was shocked. 

So that she couldn't sleep well after tossing and turning for several days. 

I was worried that once I closed my eyes, I would never have a chance to open them again. 

Being killed by a robot in a dream, the world has thus become a mechanical age controlled by 

machines... 

Had it not been for Kirin's clear statement, all robots were under its control. 

Xu Meixin really didn't know how long it would take for her to be normal. 

However, she soon began to worry, "If the unicorn loses control, what will happen?" 

Unfortunately, no one can give her the answer. 

The only person who can give her the answer is Qin Yu who Xu Meixin is unwilling to ask. 

"Let's make it stronger." Qin Yu said, walking to the side and letting out the door. 

Not long afterwards, the freight elevator came up with a prompt. 

Ding! 

The elevator door opened and Xu Meixin's "familiar" machines walked in. 

Behind them is another "material conveyor." 

"Ding!" 



"Congratulations to the host for washing the mind, receiving gifts from nature and triggering special 

rewards." 

"Reward: Material Transporter*1." 

A stroll after the rain brought unimaginable feedback to Qin Yu. 

Otherwise, Qin Yu would not be so happy to hand over the unlimited credit card to Jia Jingsi so that she 

could spend it at will. 

This reward can't be exchanged for much money... 

"Kirin, do you have a way to combine two teleporters into one?" Qin Yu asked, raising his head. 

The silver ceiling became pitch black, and electronic signals formed a steel mask above it. 

That is the way the unicorn shaped himself, his mouth opened and closed: "Of course." 

When the material conveyor is manufactured, the issues of combination and separation are considered. 

It is difficult to invest and move to build a large conveyor. 

Build small conveyors, but can’t transport large objects. 

Finally, they turned the material conveyor into a "building block." 

The diameter of each material conveyor is 20 meters, but it can be combined infinitely when needed. 

Two changes into one, three changes into one, countless changes into one... 

This change should be limited, but it is currently unpredictable. 

Maybe one day Qin Yu mastered the technology to make it to determine the upper limit of its 

combination. 

Now, the two machines are disassembled into parts by [the creator]. 

The triangles are placed on the ground one by one, as are the four antennas. 

On each triangle iron, there are infinitely complex lines. 

Under the command of Qilin, the creators reassembled the triangle iron into a larger circle. 

Then the antennas on both sides changed from two to four. 

The space inside the semicircular sphere is also completely occupied, if there is another material 

conveyor. 

This protective wall will be dismantled and reinstalled... 

No, it should be changed to a different place, it is not enough here. 

Now, the material conveyor is large enough to transport most objects. 



Qin Yu planned to ask Lao Bai for a few more special armored field vehicles, and send them there after 

refitting. 

The Dongfeng Warrior and the assault car are very good, and the two cars are modified and corrected 

together. 

However, this thing is definitely not ready to throw in. 

Must have a high-end version, plus explosive changes. 

In addition, it is necessary to purchase a batch of beach and mountain off-road vehicles. 

Excellent maneuverability and adaptability to complex roads are just right for the needs of the Church of 

Miracle Science. 

"Kylin, I need more knowledge about car modification." 

Information is transmitted to Kirin's "mind" through an electronic neural network terminal composed of 

nanoworms. 

Subsequently, a large amount of information and theory are fed back to the electronic neural network. 

Let Qin Yu have the ability to learn far beyond ordinary people, crazy ingesting related knowledge and 

technology. 

… 

… 

Confirming that there was nothing wrong with the machine, Qin Yu returned to the office and called Lao 

Bai. 

"Big brother, didn't you see what time it is now?" As soon as the phone was connected, Lao Bai started 

to complain noisily. 

After this small life, I am free, and I start to enjoy it. 

What's wrong with the phone call at night, and tell you a good time when you are acting? 

"Lao Bai, to ask you something, I am not worried." Qin Yu said with a smile. 

"Okay, let's talk!" Bai Ze replied helplessly. 

There was a quarrel, what else could he do besides a few complaints. 

If you really want to count it, the person opposite is the uncle, and he is a bitter responsible for 

spreading the word haha. 

"Well, I heard that a group of warriors will be eliminated recently. It is said that there are one or two 

hundred, assault vehicles, ATVs, assault vehicles..." 

"Stop, stop, wait a while." Bai Ze's head was still a little heavy, and he was clever with a splash. 

"Where did you hear the news, why don't I know?" 



"Look, is it out of date? I said you don't patronize and enjoy, but pay more attention to the news around 

the point. 

You still do this because of you. If you were under my control, you would have let me drive. " 

"I..." Bai Ze was so annoyed that he almost went along the phone line and chopped him down. 

But after getting angry, he knew what was going on as soon as his mind turned. 

This kid is staring at "Dongfeng," forever. 

The ones I lost last time... 

Keke, if you lose it, you will lose it. 

Why is it necessary to eliminate a batch of special vehicles again, "Qin Yu, I really have to ask you, what 

are you going to do?" 

"Don't worry, I definitely don't use it indiscriminately. It's mainly used for research. Besides, what can I 

do with the obsolete car." 

"I am scouring...the elimination is also a special car." Bai Ze wiped the honey from his mouth, before 

speaking out. 

Eliminated, this has just ended the equipment replacement, all new guys. 

Are you telling me obsolete items? ? 

Ye drop, UU reading www. uukānshu.com looking back, I have to paint it with metal rust, so as to meet 

the standard you said. 

Thinking of Bai Ze, he laughed angrily, and he really dared to ask for it! 

One mouth is one or two hundred, and I am not afraid of my tongue. 

"Do you really want to?" Bai Ze asked. 

"Really, can I call you now?" Qin Yu smiled. 

"Don't use it indiscriminately?" 

"Sure, what I can use it for, the most is to change the merchandise, and do research by the way." Qin Yu 

said very sincerely. 

Bai Ze thought about it, and finally nodded: "Okay, I will give you an answer at dawn, wait for it!" 

After closing the thread, Qin Yu was able to sway his legs on the desk. 

Xin said, "Wait when Lao Bai sees those cars running in the monsters, I want to understand, will he burst 

his mentality on the spot?" 
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All-terrain four-wheel drive ATV, Qin Yu logged in to a treasure and started looking for a suitable model. 

This thing does not need to be specially customized, the manufacturing process has been very perfect. 

As long as it meets the standards, the purchase is over. 

As for how to make changes after buying it, that's Qin Yu's own business. 

He asked Xu Meixin to find someone to transform the car shop into a modified garage, not just for fun. 

"Secretary Xu, you can get off work..." Qin Yu said to the outside door, and Xu Meixin walked straight 

inward after coming in. 

Waking up on the soft bed, Qin Yu looked at Xu Meixin who was laying on the carpet. 

She is honestly turning her back to her side, seemingly sleeping soundly. 

Qin Yu didn't bother her either. He took the sweatshirt and came to the office. After changing it, he took 

the elevator down to the lobby. 

Go out and circle the company to start morning transport... 

Yesterday, it was 3 o'clock in the morning after finishing work, Qin Yu didn't bother to run again, so he 

stayed in the company for one night. 

He actually didn't mind letting Xu Meixin go to bed with him. It's okay to share the bed with him for so 

long. 

However, considering her mind and the heat in the eyes that occasionally looked at her. 

Qin Yu felt it was better not to give her a chance. 

Otherwise, in case Xu Meixin regards it as some kind of signal or hint, it will be hard to come by. 

At that time, Brother Yu will never follow or not. 

Wouldn't it be embarrassing to work together in the future! 

This secretary is really a headache... 

"Boss, early!" 

"morning." 

"Boss, early!" 

"morning." 

Finding that employees are coming to work one after another, Qin Yu also ended the morning exercise. 

Going back to the office and pushing open the inner door, the room has been cleaned spotlessly. 

There was the sound of water flowing in the bathroom. 



Qin Yu took the door back to the office, brushing the notes while waiting for Bai Ze's reply. 

Ringling~ 

At 7:10, Bai Ze returned the call. 

80 warriors, 160 assault vehicles, this is the number he won. 

"By the way, I heard that a batch of vehicle-mounted machine guns will also be eliminated, that..." 

"Qin Yu, your special stuff is endless." Old Bai exploded. 

As soon as I fill you up with rice, you turn around and you just stare at what is in the pot and ask for it 

again. 

"I just remembered it, Lao Bai, I am also reducing your burden!" Qin Yu said with a smile. 

"...I thank you!" Bai Ze gasped. 

After a long time, after he finally eased his energy, he turned the topic to the issue of "The Scary 

Demon". 

"After the previous contact with Barrow, the other party's performance was lukewarm, but the situation 

has suddenly changed in the past few days. 

The other party voluntarily expressed that he wanted to join the evil demon, and he also gave in and 

relaxed the attitude of the previous card's very deadly conditions. 

Did you do something? This attitude has changed too much. " 

Qin Yu immediately said: "In a country as big as Barrow, there should be other factors for what I can 

do!" 

This answered that he was not burdened at all, the news was sent by Ilibera Fink. 

The news was intercepted by Barrow himself with great pains and pains, and he sent someone to verify 

it in "The Scary Demon". 

From beginning to end, he has nothing to do with him! 

"Okay, I see." Bai Ze didn't hear it, and in his tone it was clear that he was the one who did it. 

"There should be news these days, and you are also ready to prepare." 

"Well, I heard that your output is very tight. Even if the port is opened, orders must be very slow, right?" 

At the end of the phone, Qin Yu showed a complicated expression, this routine... 

How does it sound so familiar? 

"Ah, it should be!" Qin Yu responded. 

"Hey, it's quite troublesome. But I think Barrow can also understand that there is no way if the output is 

not enough. Don't worry when shipping, take your time." 



"All right!" Qin Yu said. 

With his words, Bai Ze turned the topic back to the vehicle-mounted machine gun. 

He has to go back and ask if there are any obsolete items, and give him a reply in the afternoon. 

This answer is another meaning to Brother Yu: "There are things, but I have to apply for it, you can 

wait!" 

When I got off work, I didn't see Lao Bai's reply. 

It seems to be difficult, Qin Yu is not spending time in the company, go back to eat first! 

"Boss, I'll see you off." He Wu had been waiting at the door of the company. 

Qin Yu took the key: "No, I'll go on a date with you." 

Send him away and let him find a place to solve it. 

Qin Yu sat in McLaren P1GTR, buzzing~ 

With two roars, the car rushed out one by one. 

The excitement brought by the strong push back makes Qin Yu smile. 

The happiness of men is as simple as that! 

Parked the car downstairs in the hotel, Qin Yu called Jia Jing to think about it: "Dress casually and go to 

the street stall." 

"Ah, uncle is great." The little girl bounced and threw the phone away. 

Qin Yu smiled and hung up the phone when he heard the sound of running inside. 

Within five minutes, people left the parking lot. 

Simple denim shorts, one-shoulder T-shirt, youthful and beautiful, exuding a lively atmosphere. 

"boarding." 

Leaning forward and opening the passenger door, Qin Yu naturally put his hand on her lap when Jia 

Jingsi got in the car. 

It’s cold, moist and slippery, let’s go... 

On South Street, Lao Qin and Liang Chuyu were sitting in the big G, looking anxiously at the traffic jam in 

front of them. 

"Why doesn't this move?" Liang Chuyu looked at his watch frequently, and it had been 10 minutes. 

If you continue to block up like this, I don't know what time it will go home. 

"It looks like it's going to happen. Something seems to have happened in front of you." Old Qin put his 

head out of the window and said. 



"Forget it, I'll call my aunt and let them eat first, or the child will be starving." 

Liang Chuyu took out her mobile phone, called home, and asked the aunt to take the pumpkin to eat 

first, without waiting for them. 

It took another seven or eight minutes, and the traffic finally moved. 

Slowly moving forward with the traffic, the original three-lane road became a one-way road because of 

the night market and the random parking on the roadside. 

"These are these people. I really need to take care of them." Liang Chuyu said angrily when he saw two 

cars parked side by side on the side of the road. 

"The quality of life is up. Every family uses a car, and most of them can't help it." 

Lao Qin understands it well, and the problem of parking difficulties hasn't been a day or two. 

When he lived in an old house in the eastern suburbs before, he sometimes came back and couldn't get 

in late. 

After searching outside for half an hour, he finally got on the road. 

There is really no place to stop, the corners are full. 

"Hey, Lao Qin, slow down." Liang Chuyu, who was looking out the window, patted him, lowered the car 

window and looked out. 

"What's wrong?" Old Qin asked curiously. 

"Well, is that our son over there?" Liang Chuyu pointed to the back of the pony on the side of the road 

and said. 

"Xiaoyu, he will either be in the company or go clubbing with Hupenggouyou, he can come..." 

Old Qin glanced at him abruptly, "Hey, he really looks like him, or you can make a call." 

"Yes, yes, you step aside." He directed Lao Qin to step aside, and Liang Chuyu took out the phone. 

Toot~ 

Looking to the side and back, the back sitting on the side of the road took out his mobile phone. 

Seeing this Liang Chuyu is affirmative, that is, Er smashed Qin Yu. 

"Hey, mom." Qin Yu, who had just parked the car, and had ordered something while sitting on the side 

of the road, received a call from Master Mother. 

"Xiaoyu, where are you, are you coming back tonight?" 

"I'm eating out with my friends, so I won't go back tonight." 

"Where to eat? The outside is dirty, don't always eat outside." 

"This is not to greet friends, on the electronic road..." Jia Jingsi ran back as he was talking. 



Seeing that he didn't speak on the phone, he sat down next to him, raised the stinky tofu in his hand and 

delivered it to his mouth. 

"Cough..." There was a rapid cough on the phone, as if choked by something. 

"Mom, are you okay, where are you?" Qin Yu asked with concern. 

"No, it's okay, the water is choking." 

Liang Chuyu paused, and then said: "You come back tonight, I have something important to tell you." 

At this time, Brother Yu didn't know yet, Master Mother and Old Qin were looking at him from behind. 

The picture of Jia Jingsi touching his shoulder affectionately, delivering food piece by piece into his 

mouth. 

What was seen by the two elders was clear, and the heart was even more mixed. 

"Tsk tusk, it's still a flower for young people to play with, this stinky boy is not superficial." Old Comrade 

Qin was angry and envious. 

As for Liang Chuyu, this will be full of sparks. 

As soon as he hung up the phone, he pointed the finger at Lao Qin: "Does it look good? Are you envious, 

or you go find one too?" 

Old Qin: "???" 

What did I say to me, what does my son Huaxin have to do with me? 

"It's all a good kind you gave birth to. Drive home." Angrily, he threw the bag into his arms and turned 

his head to look out the window. 

When Old Qin saw this posture, yes, I'd better close it and stop talking. 

Otherwise, I have to sleep on the sofa again tonight. 

It’s not bad to sleep alone, but there are always shortcomings around you. 

It should be because of the eiderdown quilt, it's hard to change from extravagance to frugality! 

At the food stall, Brother Yu, who was forced to go home by his mother, looked dumbfounded. 

What's the big thing, I have to let myself go back at night? 

Forget it, I don't even think about it, go back and have a look after dinner. 

If there is nothing wrong, just come out again. 

Knowing that Qin Yu had something to go home, Jia Jingsi's high spirits instantly diminished. 

"Hey, I'm going to see you tonight. Isn't there a few days left?" 

Picked up a chopsticks fried noodles to the girl's mouth, promised her to go to the water park tomorrow. 



Only to make her happy, she no longer entangled Qin Yu's remorse. 

After dinner, go back to the hotel. 

Qin Yu wanted to send her back to the room, but Jia Jingsi urged him to leave quickly: "Auntie must be in 

a hurry You go back quickly, drive slowly on the road, uncle, muma~" 

Sending a fragrant kiss, the little girl ran towards the hotel lobby with a wave. 

She knew that if she didn't go in, Qin Yu would definitely not worry about leaving. 

Standing in the lobby and seeing the car turn around and leave, Jia Jingsi slumped his shoulders. 

Weakly walked upstairs, "Uncle is not here, it's so boring to be alone!" 

Nanhu Manor, when P1 just entered the gate and turned to the garage. 

Qin Yu saw Liang Chuyu standing on the edge of the **** at the door, stopping and lowering the 

window: "Mom, why are you here?" 

"You stop first." Liang Chuyu said with a serious expression. 

Qin Yu's heart sighed and thought, "Is something really wrong?" 

Stopping the car at the corner of the door, Qin Yu got two punches on his shoulder as soon as he got out 

of the car. 

People, I was stupid on the spot: "Mom? 
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With two punches, Brother Yu was stupid on the spot. 

What did I do? I have to bear this iron fist of love... 

"Come in with me." Liang Chuyu embraced her chest with her arms around her chest, and turned her 

head into the house hating iron and steel. 

In the living room, Lao Qin and Liang Chuyu sat at one end with a small pumpkin in the middle. 

Opposite, Qin Yu sat down on his own, preparing to deal with the three-counseling trial. 

"Let's talk about it, who was that woman before?" Liang Chuyu spoke first. 

"Which woman?" Brother Yu didn't understand. 

"You still pretend to me?" Liang Chuyu said annoyed: "Old Qin, come on." 

"Ahem~" 



Lao Qin coughed with saliva, glanced at his wife, and muttered: "South Street, your mother and I saw 

you before." 

"Oh, a friend." Qin Yu pretended to be calm. 

My throat suddenly became a little dry, and I swallowed my saliva, "Gudong~" 

"Pretend, then continue to pretend, people are all sticking to you, is that a friend?" Mother Master was 

really angry. 

Why, there are two money and it's gone. 

Before that, she comforted herself, saying that her son could not be foolish. 

The scandals spread outside are all speculated by him... 

Okay! 

After a long time, I was slapped in public. 

Although no acquaintances have seen it, this kind of thing can't hold the fire. 

Now it's so blatant. If He Hong or Qingqing sees it someday, how can she have the face to face the Lu 

family. 

And how could her son do such a thing, bah, scumbag! 

"Emmmm..." Brother Yu's brain flew around, trying to quibble. 

"Let's talk about it, what do you plan to do!" Liang Chuyu didn't give him a chance at all. 

Sophistry, no need. 

Just say how to solve it! 

"Well, she's from Hudu, and I'll go back in two days... won't you come later?" Qin Yu tentatively looked 

at Master Mother. 

Liang Chuyu's expression became stiff, and he was immediately grinned with anger. 

Why, are you trying to give each city a home and illuminate the entire universe? 

Oops, my son is so great, why didn't Wei Niang find out before, you still have great ambitions! 

"I'll kill you a scumbag." Liang Chuyu raised his hand angrily to hit him. 

(〃''▽''〃) This is not what you asked me to find a way. 

Rule by enfeoffment, the whole world is unified. 

Why can't it be such a good idea? 

"Mom, mom~" He even dodged, finally waiting for the mother to let go. 

Qin Yu stood behind her and pinched her shoulders, saying something to please. 



"You, you~" The anger has passed, and the son is still his own. 

Liang Chuyu scolded a few words with a smile, all thoughts reduced to a sigh: "If Qingqing sees it, do you 

say you are worthy of others?" 

"Don't worry, she will definitely not be able to see it." Brother Yu was justified. 

"..." Old Qin people looked silly. 

This stinking shameless performance was more than a hundred times stronger than himself. 

If I have this ability, how come these years... 

Cough, stop, stop! 

Old Comrade Qin, you have to be firm in your thinking, and you should not make mistakes. 

"Can you still point your face?" Liang Chuyu made him angry with nothing to say. 

Finally shook his hand fiercely and warned: "I tell you, if you lose Qingqing to me, my old lady will look 

good on you." 

"Humph." With a cold snort, Liang Chuyu strode towards the bedroom. 

Going to the entrance of the corridor, he stepped back and said, "Old Qin, are you planning to sleep in 

the living room?" 

A trembling, Old Qin quickly got up and followed: "Here, I don't want to teach that stinky boy again..." 

"You teach me a lesson, I think you want to steal the teacher? You men, without a good thing, you get 

bad when you have a little money. Let me tell you..." 

"...Eh, it hurts, it hurts, your son is bothering you to pull my ears...Oh, my ancestors, I was wrong, hiss..." 

Qin Yu was relieved to hear that his parents were so affectionate. 

Back in the living room, watching the little pumpkin on the sofa gnawing happily while holding an apple. 

Brother Yu showed a gentle smile and said, "Little Pumpkin, my brother just let my mother beat him." 

"Brother eat it." Little Pumpkin handed him the apple sympathetically, with saliva in the gap on it. 

"Brother don't eat, you eat quickly." Qin Yu rubbed his head and said softly and softly: "After eating, my 

brother can beat you." 

"???" Little Pumpkin was holding an apple, with question marks in his eyes. 

Click! 

The apple fell on the ground, the little pumpkin slipped off the sofa, his eyes drooped, and his mouth 

raised, "Wow~ Mom, wow wow..." 

Seeing this kid running all the way to the master bedroom, Qin Yu hooked the back of his head with both 

hands, and happily put his legs on the coffee table. 



Another happy day for each other... 

At night, at 3:30 in the morning, the lights in the back garden were on. 

Liang Chuyu, who made the little pumpkin noisy, looked out curiously and saw Qin Yu sitting alone in the 

garden. 

His back is bleak, especially lonely. 

This look showed my mother a tearful eye, "Hey, this boy, there seems to be nothing wrong with the 

young Dim Sum Ye, am I too much in charge?" 

Feeling guilty, Liang Chuyu wondered whether to go up and comfort her son. 

Finally, I felt that it was better to leave him alone. 

My son is old, if I let myself see him crying, he will definitely not save face. 

Forget it, forget it. 

Let Qingqing get married first, and indulge him in the past two years. 

He didn't want to change the candidate for his daughter-in-law anyway. 

Otherwise, the old lady is really endless with him. 

In the garden, Qin Yu stared at the small electromagnetic pot in front of him earnestly, the red soup 

inside was boiling. 

Prawns, hairy belly, mutton rolls, squid, and yellow throat slices keep rolling in it, rolling~ 

"Gudong, it should be almost done." Brother Yu held the bowl in one hand and lifted the lid of the pot. 

The heat rose upwards, and the scorching aroma came out. 

Hanging the lid of the pot in the storage trough on the edge of the table, Qin Yu grabbed the chopsticks 

and clamped it into the pot. 

"Sucking, sucking ~ delicious, harp..." Sure enough, I felt very happy with a supper in the evening. 

This hot pot is so healing! 

The next day, Qin Yu left early in the morning, and the remaining mother talked about herself again. 

When Liang Chuyu got up, she learned from her aunt that her son had left, and she felt even more 

guilty. 

What I said yesterday, is it too cruel? 

"Mom, hug~" Little Pumpkin rubbed his eyes and ran out, opening his arms to ask her to hug. 

"Go go, find your beautiful big sister." Liang Chuyu hurried him aside in an annoyed manner. 

This kid is also a bad guy in the future! 



Why didn't she give birth to a little quilted jacket? She did something wrong and tortured herself with 

such two goods. 

"???" Little Pumpkin poked his thumbs, his little head was full of question marks. 

This home, I am so superfluous. 

So, shall I go? 

After driving the P1GTR to the dealership, Qin Yu raised the rolling shutter and drove the car inside. 

Turn on the light on the wall and nod in satisfaction when looking at the somewhat empty garage. 

In this place, 10 warriors can be placed at one time, just in time for Lao Bai to send them to him in 

stages, and then send the next batch after the modification is completed and transported away. 

However, this door has to be expanded further, or the car will not be able to get in. 

The company's freight elevator is no problem. It can accommodate six small cars and has a maximum 

load of 60 tons. It is an order placed by Miracle to Lingwang. 

The world's largest heavy-duty elevator, electromagnetic guide rail, speed, safety and diversified 

customized services are all ranked first in the industry. 

Lingwang is also known as the elevator aircraft carrier. The price of such a large-duty elevator: 20 million 

+ 

There are four such elevators in the headquarters of Miracle Group. 

Not only here, they also placed a larger order with Lingwang, a super lift platform with a load of 80 tons, 

a depth of 11 meters and a width of 5.5 meters. 

This thing can no longer be called an elevator, and it must be made successfully by using a lifting 

platform. 

These lifting platforms will be transported to the construction site of Hudu Lingang. 

The installation will also be taken over by the Miracle Group personally, and the maintenance and 

maintenance will be completed by themselves. 

After signing the agreement to ensure that the responsibilities of Lingwang are removed. 

The other party also agreed to this strange request, and no longer had the thought of inquiring about 

the secret hidden behind it. 

Its price is more expensive, a price of 50 million. 

Asked Yu brother where all the money was spent, why he always shouted poor for hundreds of billions 

of worth. 

A few elevators, hundreds of millions are gone. 

Can you say he can't call poor? ? ? 



After arranging a good time with Bai Ze, Qin Yu pulled down the rolling shutter and drove away again. 

Nowhere else, I went directly to the Xitong University campus. 

Lu Qing has a performance today, and he is not allowed to see it as a boyfriend. 

Beep~ 

The horn was honked at the door, and the security guard glanced at the car through the glass. 

Squeak~ 

The pole rises. 

Let go. 

Waving to the security guard to express his gratitude, Brother Yu drove in the car. 

As soon as I entered the campus, the students fryed the pot. 

"Fuck, who is this, this car looks so dick!" 

"McLaren P1, yellow is so handsome." 

"This car is too handsome, right?" 

The young lady held her chin in her hands, which looked so good. 

"Hey, look, look, the boy in the car is so handsome!" 

"Really, handsome and rich. Isn't this perfect?" 

I saw the girls all wearing peach blossoms and nymphomaniacs. 

The boys trembled and said coldly: "Can he not be handsome sitting in a luxury car worth half a billion?" 

The implication is that I can go to me! 

With half a billion as a foil, who is not handsome? 

At this moment, Qin Yu lowered the window and said, "Classmate, how can I get to the performance 

hall?" 

Seeing Qin Yu's face clearly, the idiots were completely sluggish. 

After a while, the piercing scream shocked everyone... 

Throwing away the **** who was about to rush, Brother Yu found a corner with a car park, and got off 

at UU Reading www.uukanshu.com and chose to walk. 

By the way, you must wear a mask for safety precautions. 

After a few laps, I did not find any landmarks like a performing arts hall. 

Qin Yu looked left and right, and a girl in a white skirt just passed by. 



"Classmates, classmates, etc." stepped forward and called the other party, and her hair fluttered as she 

looked back. 

Showing a pure face, with a little vigilance and rejection in his eyes, he just looked at Qin Yu like this. 

The shoes on my feet were slightly yellow, and the skirt on my body was obviously worn for a long time. 

Qin Yu was taken aback for a moment, and quickly said, "Hello, classmate, I want to ask how to get to 

the performing arts hall?" 

"Over there." The other party seemed to be aware of Qin Yu's observation and pointed to the right. 

Turned around and ran away to escape, disappearing between the trees in the blink of an eye. 

He swallowed back if he wanted to thank her, and Qin Yu couldn't help but become curious about her. 

Chapter 837: Fenghua Peerless 

 

 

Curiosity turns to curiosity, and everyone is gone, it's just such a thought. 

Following the direction of the girl's finger, Qin Yu asked Kylin to invade the school network and 

successfully found the location of the performing arts hall. 

This place is biased enough... 

Walking into the performing arts hall, the chairs are already full. 

Behind them were crowded with students, all excited, and Qin Yu also stood at the entrance and exit. 

The show is ready to begin on stage, and the host will introduce the show on stage. 

Without seeing Lu Qing's person, Qin Yu saw the buddies next to him and asked: "Classmate, do you 

know which show Lu Qing is?" 

"I don't know." The other party shook his head, looked at him suspiciously and said, "You are not from 

Xitong University?" 

"No." Qin Yu was about to explain his identity. 

The other party grinned slyly: "Hey, you can see from your appearance, why, I also came to see the 

goddess." 

"...Ah!" Qin Yu nodded, not too clear. 

"Okay, don't pretend, who doesn't know who, you think these are all students, they are all a group of 

LSPs, come to see the goddess." 

The buddy raised his head to the sides, indicating that the people standing beside them are all the same. 

It’s all coming in from outside to see the goddess... 



Well, watching the show. 

"Well, when will the goddess be on stage?" Qin Yu still hasn't figured out who the goddess he is talking 

about. 

What woman is so attractive? 

"I just didn't tell you, I don't know, just wait!" the other party murmured. 

just… 

I see, this is all for visiting Lu Qing... 

Good guy, it's all black, all LSPs from outside the school. 

Can this be tolerated? 

Brother Yu sneaked around the seats, and in the corridor on the right, he saw a student union member 

with a work sign hanging on his chest. 

"Classmates, there are a lot of people from outside the campus, and your student union doesn't care 

about it." Qin Yu patted each other and said, pointing to the rear. 

"Out of school?" The other side was taken aback, and then asked: "Where?" 

"The people behind are all, they said they came to see Senior Sister Lu Qing, you can see, they are 

whispering and smiling so slyly." 

"At first glance, you are not a good person." Qin Yuyi said righteously. 

"Okay, I see, you quickly find a place to sit down." The opponent stared at those people with the same 

hatred. 

Then he signaled him to find a seat quickly, and said to Qin Yu before leaving, "Thank you, classmate." 

"You're welcome, serve the people." Qin Yu responded sternly. 

The other party clasped a fist and motioned, "Take it, this enlightenment!" 

I called a few students from the student union, and went to the back for a scam. They really sneaked in 

from outside the school. 

"Walk around, our campus celebration, how you come in, go out..." 

When everyone was driven out, Wang Shui, who had been reminded by Qin Yu earlier, was full of spirits. 

I felt more like Qin Yu, "I forgot to ask that classmate's name. I must thank him for the next meeting." 

With so many outsiders sneaking in, if something goes wrong, students will definitely bear the brunt. 

Besides, Senior Sister Lu Qing is the goddess of our school. 

Before he started, outsiders reached out into the pot. 

Who can bear this? ? 



I heard that the elder sister has a boyfriend, but I haven't seen it in so long. 

The feelings are definitely not in harmony! 

Seeing that they were about to graduate, many people plucked up the courage and planned to confess 

to their senior sister before graduation. 

It also includes Wang Shui himself, maybe it will be done? 

The competition in the school is big enough, there are so many wolves outside... 

Fortunately, the previous classmate found out in time, good guy! 

At this time, Qin Yu had already mixed among the students in the third row, sitting in a chair and waiting 

for Lu Qing to appear on the stage. 

I don't know there is a rival in love at all, and I sincerely express my gratitude to him. 

One show after another, singing and dancing, twisting hips... 

There are also many performing musical instruments, such as piano, drums, flute, electronic music, 

erhu, suona... 

It's pretty full. 

"Thank you Le Shang Orchestra, thank you for their wonderful performance." The host came on stage 

and began to announce the next show. 

Seeing the name on the program list, the host's eyes lit up, "Wow, I think the next program is something 

that many people have been looking forward to." 

"In our school, there is a recognized goddess. She is a representative of outstanding students and a 

campus goddess. 

She loves sports, is helpful, kind and sincere. She is versatile and is the dream lover of countless boys..." 

Below "Ho~~" cheers like wolves and tigers rang out, and whistles continued. 

This was going to be placed 10 years ago, when the school leaders in the front row took the table early. 

Don't even think about doing it as the host on stage, just wait to be remembered! 

But now, I saw the school leaders laugh happily than anyone else, and the university must keep pace 

with the times and know how to be humorous and entertaining. 

Work and rest! 

"I think everyone has guessed it. That's right. Below are our most popular... Lv... Qing senior sister, to 

bring you a Guzheng performance." 

Guzheng, Qingqing can still play Guzheng? 

Qin Yu was a little guilty, and his boyfriend was too unqualified. 

I'm about to get engaged, and I don't even know that his girlfriend can play guzheng. 



Sin, sin... 

When the performance is over, you must rely on her to work hard. 

The white trailing skirt that floats like an immortal, the face is astonishing, and the eyes are as beautiful 

as a song... 

When I first came to the stage, I was surprised and gasped. 

Beautiful, so beautiful! 

Waiting for Lu Qing to sit in front of the Guzheng, put his hands on the strings. 

Everyone couldn't help holding their breath, for fear that their breath would disturb the banished fairy 

who had strayed into the mortal world. 

Fingertips flicked, and the clear string music of flowing water was introduced into the ears, which made 

people's spirits shocked. 

The long sleeves danced, and the fingertips swayed one by one with sweet notes. 

The moment his head tilted, shoulders pressed, and hair flying backwards, even Brother Yu looked 

dumbfounded at the magnificent picture. 

Looking at the props for the wind below, the person is already set in place. 

Seeing such an excellent Lu Qing, Qin Yu's heart was full of pride. 

This is the woman he loves, she is so good that she is incomparable, but she never takes the initiative to 

show off. 

Qin Yu almost forgot that she was the enviable daughter of heaven. 

As the last note fell, Lu Qing's raised hands softly returned, and his intoxicated expression suddenly 

burst into a bright smile. 

Only because she saw Qin Yu in the crowd. 

Before taking the stage, he didn't hear from him, Lu Qing thought he couldn't come if he had something 

to do. 

It turns out that he has arrived... 

While laughing happily, the host came on stage again and wanted to ask Lu Qing some general 

questions. 

Active atmosphere... 

But she put all her heart on Qin Yu, where there is so much time to talk about it. 

Without a few words, he found a beginning to end the conversation, and quickly returned to the 

background. 

"Eh, it's you." 



Wang Shui sat beside Qin Yu and said gratefully: "Classmate, how was the performance just now?" 

"Shocked, especially shocked," Qin Yu said. 

"Hey, know the goods...Senior Sister Lu's guzheng is professional, but it's a pity that she rarely performs 

in front of outsiders. 

This time, I don’t know why she agreed to perform. " 

Wang Shui didn't know, but Qin Yu knew why. 

Because he was coming, Lu Qing changed the show to a Guzheng show, which was a surprise to him. 

However, he looked excited. 

Qin Yu felt it was better not to hit him. The young seedlings in the ivory tower had limited bearing 

capacity. 

Qin Yu said, "Who knows!" 

"Okay, I won't tell you, I have to go to the backstage exit and wait." Wang Shui said and left. 

"What are you waiting for?" Qin Yu asked. 

"Of course I'm waiting for Senior Sister Lu, who is about to graduate soon. Today, many people are 

planning to confess to Senior Sister. I have to grab a spot first." 

He ran out as he said, but before he got out of the seating area, Lu Qing was avoiding the crowd and 

walking quickly towards his position. 

"Huh?" Wang Shui was startled. 

Could it be that the elder sister has always paid attention to herself, and she is also suppressing the love 

in her heart. 

Therefore, I am not wishful thinking, and my outstanding self is finally being watched. 

Hahaha… 

So happy, yes, clothes, first see if the clothes are organized. 

No problem, hair, hair... 

Take care of your hair again, you must present your perfect scene. 

Here comes the goddess, she is right in front of her. 

Sure enough, she came to find herself... 

When Lu Qing stood in front of him, Wang Shui was waiting for the moment she spoke. 

Lu Qing suddenly smiled apologetically and said very politely: "Classmate, can you please let me in 

trouble?" 

Wang Shui:? ? ? Σ(?д?lll) 



"Yes, I'm sorry, that..." Wang Shui hurriedly wanted to get away, and panicked and sat down on the lap 

of the classmate next to him. 

"Ah, rogue." 

With a big mouth thrown on his face, Wang Shui hurriedly jumped up: "I'm sorry, I'm sorry!" 

In a panic, Wang Shui turned around and fled from the other end. 

This made Lu Qing a little bit sorry. She just wanted the other party to give in. How could this happen. 

However, this question will not matter in the next second. 

Because of a warm embrace, the public hugged her in his arms, and the hot sniff came to his face. 

"Oh~" 

"Fuck!" 

"Ah~" 

Various exclamations came and went one after another, and the fans breathed a sigh of relief while 

envying them. 

The fans yelled, "No..." 

Goddess, my goddess, she's gone! 

Amidst the laughter, the two ran out holding hands. 

He didn't notice at all, Wang Shui, who was dumbfounded in the side corridor, looked like a ghost in his 

eyes. 

It's not true, it's not... 

He actually let in his biggest love rival, UU Reading www.uukanshu.com also helped him to drive out the 

other rivals. 

At this moment, Wang Shui's brain has a soberness that has never appeared before. 

In an instant, he understood everything, including Qin Yu's identity, who was the mysterious rumored 

boyfriend of Lv Qing's senior sister. 

Damn... trough... ah! 

Looking at the backs of the two of them laughing in the distance, Wang Shui gradually put on a mask of 

pain. 

At this moment, he felt the heart-wrenching pain of his back stabbing. 

In this life, I will never love again. 

"Senior." There was a soft and sweet voice, and Wang Shui turned his head back blankly. 



Looking at the cute and innocent primary school girl beside her, she said in the most shy and charming 

voice: "Senior, I like you." 

Light, the eyes lit up again. 

Turn around... 

Love, it came alive again. 

Chapter 838: Fully upgraded 

 

Remember in one second 

"The classmates in your school are very funny." In the brand-new McLaren car, Lu Qing was looking 

around curiously. 

Feeling around, touching, curious about every button. 

"Yes, they are all very interesting." Lu Qing said casually. 

"I think it's quite interesting for you," Qin Yu said. 

"Yes, I..." 

Lu Qing's expression was taken aback, staring at him in surprise and said, "Are you jealous?" 

"What? How could it be possible." Brother Yu immediately denied, jealous? 

Impossible, how could he be jealous. 

He is the eldest brother, and only others admire the eldest brother. When will the eldest brother be 

jealous. 

"You are jealous." Lu Qing smiled and pointed to his face, "Your expression tells me that you are 

jealous!" 

"You're wrong." Qin Yu definitely does not admit that he is jealous. 

Nothing is impossible! 

"You have…" 

"No, what shall we eat?" 

"Don't change the subject and say, you are jealous." 

"I'm just worried that there will be a traffic jam in the city and I won't find a delicious restaurant." 

"You are jealous..." 

"I do not have…" 

Again, again, and again, Lu Qing questioned as if not willing to give up. 



Until Qin Yu turned helplessly, nodded and said: "Well, I admit that I was a little uncomfortable just now, 

but I am definitely not jealous!" 

"Cut." Lu Qing said with a curled lips: "Can't you admit it generously?" 

Brother Yu was silent, admit, admit what? 

How to admit something that has never happened? 

"Forget it, you are jealous anyway, I know, haha..." happily raised his small fist and waved it from side to 

side. 

Lu Qing finally confirmed his place in Qin Yu's heart. 

Very important, so important that he would eat the jealousy of other men. Lu Qing was about to fly 

happily when he thought of this. 

Wuhu, take off! 

"You haven't said what to eat yet." Qin Yu interrupted her self-esteem. 

He is a bit of a taste, his girlfriend is so popular, it also brings him a slight sense of crisis. 

But only for this, no one can compare to himself. In this regard, Brother Yu is still very confident. 

"All I want to eat is you." Lu Qing suddenly stuck out his tongue and licked his ear. 

A clever, Brother Yu immediately turned around at the crossroads and slew towards the hotel. 

Boom! 

The door of the room was knocked open by the two people hugging each other tightly, and it was too 

late to insert the room card into the power supply slot. 

The man has rushed into the living room, his sleeves flying around... 

The collision of the swaying earth and the swaying mountains followed, and Oumaike really flew! 

Qin Yu wants to rely on Lao Luqing, and she also wants to reward Qin Yu. 

The two hit it off, and there was a strong collision that surpassed the daily routine. 

The only thing that suffers is the room, experiencing tragic destruction like a comet hitting the earth. 

But the two of them didn't care about it. The sublimation of their feelings made them hug and fall 

asleep, as if their spirits resonated on a certain level. 

After sleeping until dawn, Qin Yu's biological clock failed for the first time. 

He was awakened by the sound of the system... 

"Ding." 

"Experience reaches its peak, congratulations to the host for reaching lv10, and permission is open." 



"The system is being upgraded... the reward will be issued after the upgrade is complete." 

Seeing the progress bar crawling forward slowly in front of him, Qin Yu suddenly became energetic. 

lv10, I waited for a long time and finally waited till today. After a long sentence, I finally put... 

wrong! 

But it doesn't matter, Brother Yu wants to see what the permissions of lv10 are different now. 

It is said that the "system" is becoming more and more silent nowadays, and sometimes it is so cold that 

there is no movement for a month. 

You said you as a system, can you rely on the spectrum! 

The front is still intimate and cute, and after raising it, I stock it! 

I went to the living room and went to the sofa, and found a comfortable posture. 

Brother Yu is waiting and waiting, waiting and waiting... 

20 minutes, wait for a century to feel. 

"Ding, the system upgrade is complete." 

Finally finished, "Open the panel." 

Host: Qin Yu. 

Level: lv10. 

Blessing: 1/second. 

Belief value: 1,158. 

Experience: 0/100,000. 

Sunshine value: [face value: 92] [temperament: 42] [wealth: 50] 92. 

Title: [Miracle Spreader max] 

Title: [Old Driver ex] 

Title: [Deed of Oath max] 

Title: [Portrait Photographer] 

Title: [Goddess Stalker] 

Title: [Master of Time Management] 

Title: [Heart-thief max] 

Title: [Soul Singer] 

Title: [King Kong Kidney] 



Title: [Walking Hormone] 

Title: [Every ill will turn good luck] 

Title: [Thousands of People Homecoming] 

Function/skill: 

Kirin ai smart assistant. 

scanner. (Active/passive) 

Lotus Maga Jiu-Jitsu. (initiative) 

Russian 

^0^Remember in one second【】 

Language specialization. (passive) 

Strike each other left and right. (passive) 

Specialization in swimming. (Passive/Water Affinity) 

Hardworking and studious. (passive) 

Language packs. (passive) 

Blessing changed from 4.5/sec to 1/sec, but the reward is no longer money, but faith value. 

The experience required to level up is also turned into a belief value, and 100,000 can only be upgraded 

to the next level, which is a bit outrageous! 

After saving for so long, the faith value is just over 1,000. 

100,000, how long does he have to save? 

Brother Yu found out that he suddenly seemed to have no reason to be lazy. 

The system is trying to force yourself to be a magic stick. If you don’t do it, you can’t do it. 

There is also a more detailed division of sunlight value. 

Scanning analysis is reduced to "scanner." 

Brother Yu was a little curious, looked inside the house, "Scan!" 

Scan data: 

Lu Qing: 

Age: 22. 

Height: 177cm. 

Weight: 60kg. 



Specialty: Golden ratio, nine-headed body, wiper legs, snake waist, professional guzheng. 

Face value: [face value 94] [temperament 92] [fortune 16]=96- 

Figure: [Development potential***] 98↑. 

Mood value: [emotional stability] 75- 

Favorability: [Although you ask, I can meet it] 92+ 

Freshness: 【Physical and mental health, consistent】92- 

Although there is no big data analysis, all the analysis is divided in detail. 

Like three stars with potential for body development, it is very spiritual! 

This potential should refer to the lordosis and posterior curvature. Brother Yu has recently discovered 

that her mind is getting better and better. 

It can be said that the biggest change in the system this time is that the experience required to upgrade 

has changed from "money" to "faith value." 

This makes Yu Ge's desire for the world even more desperate and demanding. 

Other people’s systems, 99+ minutes 

It's harder to give birth to a level 10 than triplets by yourself. 

Fortunately, he is now considered a small reputation, and there are stable fans (believers) who provide 

faith. 

Before "The Scary Demon", what he saw was a single-digit faith value. 

Going back to the bedroom, Lü Qing didn't get up yet. 

Qin Yu cleaned up, left a note and went out... 

The first batch of warriors arrived last night, and he had to check the goods and work out the renovation 

plan by the way. 

I have to let He Wu run a few more times tonight and send some [Creators] over. 

The transformation plan Qin Yu comes, and they have to do the job! 

When he reached the place, Qin Yu opened the rolling gate, and there were three rows of +1 warriors 

parked inside. 

The main weapon above has been dismantled, and the encryption system of the Ministry of Defense 

should also be dismantled. It should be shut down. 

The rest of the power and armor remained unchanged. 

Titanium-rhodium alloy coating, the power is completely changed, and the engine is replaced with 

[crystal power cabin]. 



He has accumulated experience on exoskeleton mechas, and the technology in this area is very mature. 

There is nothing to change the tires, the original technology is already top-notch. 

Hanging or something, it didn’t move either... 

Just a weapon, Lao Bai’s news is a bit slow! 

"Lao Bai, you are not awesome..." 

… 

… 

On Hudu, Cheng Xiyu, who had just finished his trip, had a few girlfriends to go out to relax. 

She has also known many internet celebrities in Douya for so many years. 

It's all in a circle, and you can't see it when you look down. The small anchors are not less entertaining 

than the business leaders. 

Fighting teeth is pretty good here. Nowadays, note-carrying goods are big heads, and there are also the 

most entertainment here. 

The more people who need to socialize, the more people you know. 

Like the ones here today, they are all musical notes and carry goods. 

As for shooting shows, it has become purely a personal hobby. 

There are more and more ad placements, but none of them complained. 

Why? ? ? 

They are all local natural products, and some of them are agricultural products grown by farmers 

themselves. 

Implant for free! ! 

Don’t make a dime, and occasionally post money back... 

When introducing local customs, the products were introduced by the way. 

How to spray? Can't spray! 

Today's game has no purpose, it is pure relaxation, but it is not absolute. 

Because in addition to drinking tea, blowing air, taking photos and relaxing, I also have to talk about 

making money by the way. 

Social pressure has intensified, and today's young people are becoming more and more realistic. 

Nothing is as good as making money. As long as there is something, it is a good brother (good girlfriend). 

Nothing to do, talk about the mountains every day, bragging, who has that idle time! 



Metropolitan Club, Super Silver is ready. 

Cheng Xiyu boarded the ship with her best friends, but everyone's eyes were fixed on the Rhapsody 

Paradise next door. 

"Sister Xiao Yu, that boat belongs to your family too, right?" Nan Yi asked. 

"It's not mine, it belongs to our boss." Cheng Xiyu responded with a smile. 

"I'm so envious, your boss is too powerful," Nan Yi said enviously. 

Cheng Xiyu responded with a smile: "There is nothing to envy. I have not seen him several times a year." 

Nan Yi joked: "That 

^0^Remember in one second【】 

Not better. " 

The little anchor smiled and did not speak, Huang Ya, who was on the boat behind, came over with 

champagne. 

"Xiao Yu, you, the host, don't greet everyone, do you help yourself?" Huang Ya quipped. 

"It's all your own, just feel free to everyone." 

Cheng Xiyu smiled and said, "How about that thing I told you before?" 

"No problem, I'll let Quality Control follow up, and we will directly match up when we look back." Huang 

Ya nodded. 

The two are going to cooperate in the field of cheongsam, the traffic of Cheng Xiyu + Huang Ya, a sister 

who carries goods. 

Coupled with the influence of the cheongsam itself and the popularity of the brand, this time it will 

definitely get out of the circle. 

It's 618 when I look at it. This wave is going to make a lot of money. 

"By the way, have you always done charity, right?" Cheng Xiyu also planned to do charity. 

One has a good reputation. 

Secondly, I am rich and want to help more people. 

Thirdly, I also want to accumulate blessings for myself and my boss, and ask for peace. UU reading 

www.uukanshu.cóm 

"Yes, after 618, my team and I will go over to discuss the school reconstruction." 

"Take me one." 

Cheng Xiyu said: "I also want to do something for the children in the mountains." 

"Good thing, I'll let you know when the time comes." Huang Ya said happily. 



Seeing the two talking and laughing, Nan Yi stood by with an embarrassed expression. 

People talk about business and do charity! 

She couldn't talk about these topics at all, and the gap between them was so wide. 

Looking at the futuristic Rhapsody Park docked next to the pier, Nanyi suddenly found the code to the 

gate of wealth. 

Since there can be one Cheng Xiyu, why can't he create a second one? 

At this moment, Nan Yi realized! 

Chapter 839: hand 

 

 

Nanyi, who mastered the wealth code, started the operation overnight. 

But she sent countless private messages and didn't get the reply she wanted. 

At this time, Brother Yu is huddling with a group of metal "brunchy men", feeling the happiness that 

belongs only to men. 

The entire engine and power system were violently dismantled, and the car was turned upside down. 

tank? Pull it off and replace it with a fresh water storage tank. 

The tripod outside the roof sunroof is reserved, and I will definitely use it when I look back. 

The skylight has to be opened wider, so it can only be enough for one person. 

Those thugs will lift the roof and jump off the car at every turn and go out to find the enemy to single 

out. 

It's all money this time... 

After some tossing, the first prototype was finally figured out. 

The camouflage on the surface is changed to dark gray, and the light is hit on it, and the light source is 

directly absorbed. 

No matter how you irradiate it, it still looks like gray. 

With its own stealth effect, it is more suitable for outgoing reconnaissance and night operations. 

After the car was adjusted, Qin Yu drove out for a lap. 

The body weight has increased from 3.5 tons to 4 tons, and the power has increased by 30%. 

The top speed is 195 and the maximum torque is 900Nm. 



Radial tires lived up to expectations, and the 30-centimeter-high roadblock on the side of the road 

passed by just one foot. 

The bumpy feel is nothing, as long as the suspension and tires are durable. 

The purpose of this car's transformation is not to go on an outing, and fighting has never been said to be 

"comfortable". 

Buzzing~ 

After stepping on the accelerator, Yu Ge slammed the direction at the intersection, and the huge body 

seemed to be turned around by the air. 

With a kick, Yu Ge patted the steering wheel with satisfaction. 

This car dealership! 

Just change according to this specification, and it should be completed in about two or three days. 

Huh~ 

A large white rat passed by, at an astonishing speed. 

Qin Yu's expression was stunned, and suddenly started to chase forward... 

Although it was just a glimpse, the vision clearly captured the people in the car. 

Among them was a face clinging to the glass, flapping in panic, which was the reason why Qin Yu caught 

up. 

Hum~ 

The heavy roar brings strong power, and the speed of the Warrior (change) is getting faster and faster. 

110...120...140... 

The front of the car is getting closer and closer to the overbearing ahead. 

The opponent should notice that the warrior (change) chasing behind slammed in the direction, and the 

harsh brake sound rang. 

Overbearing just stopped on the side of the road abruptly, and there was a scream in the carriage. 

Qin Yu then parked the car diagonally in front of the overbearing road, blocking its way. 

The rear door opened, and the two wandering fat men got out of the car, screaming uncleanly. 

"Help~" The call for help in the car was clearly audible. 

Snapped! 

After getting off the car and closing the door, Qin Yu took the initiative to greet the two drunks. 

"What are you doing, do you want to die?" The drunk man stretched out his hand to Qin Yu, saying that 

he would start his hand when he raised his slap. 



Bend down sideways and hit the opponent's stomach with an uppercut. 

The blank eyes protruded instantly, his face was waxy white and yellow, and he knelt on the ground 

"Wow". 

At this time, Qin Yu had already grabbed the second drunk man's wrist and twisted the opponent into 

the car. 

"It hurts, it hurts, let go, ah... you are so special, I want to kill you, ah..." 

The two people who were still sitting in the car screamed soberly and jumped out of the car to help. 

This saved Brother Yu a lot of trouble, pinching the drunkard and pushing forward, the other party 

"boomed" and knelt in front of his companion. 

The five fingers of the free right hand spread slightly and fanned straight towards the driver's face. 

Slap~ 

Amid the crisp echo, the driver's ears "buzzed", and his eyes went black as his eyes turned. 

Boom, lying on the ground, nothing happened... 

The companion who got down from the co-pilot stopped, and his strong sense of fear made him unable 

to control his body. 

His legs were nailed in place like lead, shivering and speechless. 

He wanted to beg for mercy, but his throat seemed to be plugged, and he couldn't make a sound. 

When he walked to the other side, Qin Yu looked at him blankly. 

The fear became stronger and stronger, and his expression changed. 

Qin Yumeng bared his teeth: "Ah~" 

Boom. 

His knees softened, and his upper body knelt in front of Qin Yu: "Father, I was wrong!" 

The thigh twitched, and there was a smell of urine in the air. 

After taking two steps back, watching the ticking liquid between the crotch, Qin Yu walked around him 

with a bad face and moved towards domineering. 

On the back seat, he shrank his body into a ball, and the trembling and sobbing figure came into view. 

Qin Yu opened the door, smiled and stretched out his hand: "Classmate, it's okay." 

Bei Yi lowered his arms and opened his eyes trembling... 

At that moment, Qin Yu was shining in her eyes. 

"Thank you." Sitting in the spacious warrior (modified) co-pilot, Bei Yi hugged himself tightly with both 

hands. 



She was in shock at this moment, and the previous shock might take a long time to be relieved. 

"You're welcome, we have actually seen it." Qin Yu reminded with a smile. 

"I remember you." Bei Yi squeezed out a smile, indicating that he still remembered him. 

That handsome boy on campus, asking himself for directions. 

Because of her low self-esteem, she ran away like a frightened bird. 

Unexpectedly, when he was desperate tonight, he actually saved himself. 

"So, they are all classmates, there is no need to be so polite." 

Qin Yu looked back through the side-view mirror: "Do you need to call the police?" 

"No more... they are not afraid." Bei Yi said in a panic. 

Even if you call the police, it's just a warning. 

Instead, they will become more entangled in themselves, and the helpless Bei Yi is afraid. 

She is just a peasant girl who walked out of the mountain, without money, status, and background. 

It is not easy to find a living in this big city. 

If she can, she doesn't want to cause any trouble. 

However, she has a pure face that is easy to bully. 

Be careful, but I still haven't escaped the trouble... 

"Wait." Seeing her panic, Qin Yu opened the car door again. 

The scared man behind the car just sat down and tried to catch his breath. 

Hearing the crash of the front door, the person knelt straight. 

"Brother, I didn't move, I didn't move, don't hit me." The other party shrank and said with a shiver. 

Qin Yu ignored him, went up and kicked the driver who had passed out. 

Then he shouted at the drunk who was lying on the ground pretending to be dead: "Come here." 

As for the guy who got an uppercut, he knelt there and vomited! 

The drunk wanted to pretend to be dead, but he heard footsteps getting closer. 

My heart shook, Gulu rolled up and climbed up: "Brother, brother, you said." 

"Which one of you took the trouble?" Qin Yu asked. 

You look at me and I look at you while pointing at the driver who passed out. 

Qin Yu was a little helpless, went up and kicked again, but found that there was still no response. 

Squatting halfway next to the opponent, pressing his palms on his heart. 



Boom! 

He bowed his body, a deep breath of "Ah" sounded, and his closed eyes opened again. 

"Fuck, what are you..." 

Snapped! 

The driver who had just woke up was slapped a second time. 

My mouth trembled as if I had eaten a popping candy, and my gums were shaking. 

Two minutes later, the three men honestly knelt in a row in front of Qin Yu. 

"That's my classmate, do you understand?" 

The three heads are dotted like a rattle, and they keep saying "Uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh" to show that 

they understand. 

Qin Yu felt that they did not understand thoroughly enough, and then said: "Who will appear in front of 

her again..." 

Qin Yu's hand was placed on the driver's shoulder blade, and his thumb and index finger were applied 

forcefully at the same time. 

"Ahhh~" 

Click, the driver only felt that his shoulder blade was about to be crushed abruptly, and he was dying in 

pain. 

I didn't even have the strength to struggle, and wailed in pain. 

The nose and tears were thrown everywhere. 

Released the driver who was about to die, Qin Yu pressed his hand on his Tianling cover. 

Under the horrified and trembling eyes of other people, they grinned: "Next time, this is it, you 

understand?" 

"Understand, we must be far away from your classmates, and we will run away when we see her, never 

hesitate!" 

"Yes, right, right, turn around and run, surely you can't let her see." 

The driver just clutched his shoulders and blinked desperately, his Tian Ling Gai was still in the other's 

hands. 

For fear of opening it, the other party stretched out his hand and lifted the Heavenly Spirit cover for him. 

He weighs 180, and is 185cm tall. 

People slapped their heads and almost slapped their heads. 

Afraid, why do you say you are afraid? 



Damn, this is a monster! 

Seeing that the fear had been deeply imprinted in the opponent's heart, Qin Yu returned to the warrior. 

"Sit down." Beiyi looked at him curiously, puzzled, and a little scared. 

Qin Yu geared up to bombard, and the roaring engine roared, the car suddenly turned to the left, 

turning its head and heading straight for the domineering. 

boom! 

The front of the car on the left hit the domineering side pillar, and half of the car body turned sideways 

while shifting directly. 

After a few rolls on the ground, he swayed sideways in the flowerbed. 

Looking at the warrior again, he disappeared straight away at the end of the road... 

The weak waists and legs of the three brawny men who were kneeling on the spot could no longer 

support them, and fell to the ground softly. 

Looking sideways in the flowerbed, half of the car body is full of domineering holes and fragments. 

The three of them looked at each other and sat in the same place crying without tears. 

Today, I am completely planted! 

… 

… 

The warriors came to the eastern suburbs around the corners and walked along the second ring new city 

to the third ring. 

The surrounding area is full of old city reconstruction projects, and all the family members of the old 

factory retired workers who lived here before. 

Nowadays, high-rise buildings have been renovated, the place is more spacious and there are fewer 

people. 

"Classmate, I can take the subway here." Beiyi pointed to the subway station just past the roadside, and 

said nervously. 

"It's okay, it's better to see you at the door. You won't worry about taking the subway." Qin Yu 

responded with a smile. 

Since I let myself meet, it's not bad this way. 

However, fortunately, he drove the Warrior (modified), if this was the previous standard version. 

The oil tiger emptied the gas tank a long time ago, and it was still halfway for the two of them. 

The farther you go, the more desolate the sides. 



The street lights on the roadside are elongated, and the community is also gloomy. Only three or five 

households in a building have lights on. 

This area should be a relocation house from the factory. There are several sets of houses for every 

household, and they are basically used for renting. 

Because every household has many houses, UU reading www.uukanshu. com so the price is also very 

cheap. 

Like the apartment on the edge of the second ring road, 50 square meters should be 1800-2000. 

Here, you only need 1,000 yuan, simple furniture and air-conditioned kitchen, all neatly furnished for 

you. 

Although everything is eliminated, there is no problem in ensuring life! 

Beiyi lives in this community. 

When Qin Yu parked the car at the door, Bei Yi's mood finally calmed down. 

Looking at the community behind him, and seeing Qin Yu in the driver's seat, Bei Yi said hesitantly, 

"Well, I'll invite you to dinner!" 

She is not used to being so kind to herself, the guilt and anxiety in her heart torment her like a cat. 

Perhaps in Qin Yu's view, this is just casual work. 

But for Bei Yi, it was a big deal. 

That’s why there is such a sudden question... 

Chapter 840: Clear 

 

Half an hour later, Qin Yu stepped into the rudimentary rental house. 

One bedroom and one living room are still shared, which is a bit outrageous! 

Bei Yi, who had just entered the door, was obviously very cautious, and hurriedly wanted to let him sit, 

but looked at the collapsed sofa in the middle. 

I don't know how to speak, so I can only stand in place awkwardly. 

"It's okay, you're busy with you, I'll just take a look." Qin Yu responded with a smile, spinning back and 

forth in the living room. 

It's just that there really isn't much to turn around in the palm of your hand. 

"Or, you can sit on the bed. That bed is mine." Bei Yi pointed to the small bed in the corner of the living 

room. 

"Okay." Qin Yu suppressed the question in his heart and sat on the bedside cover. 

No more, no less, just right. 



Seeing that he did not dislike him, Bei Yi was obviously relieved. 

He took the contents in his hand and walked to the kitchen: "You will be ready to eat soon after a 

while." 

"Don't worry." Qin Yu responded with a smile. 

This is a mess. He said that he wanted to invite himself to dinner, but he went to the convenience store 

downstairs to buy food and cook it at home. 

This was the first time he saw him, so a treat. 

A girl, he is not afraid of being a bad person? 

Thinking about what she had done before, she just rescued her from the bad guys, it doesn't look like a 

bad guy at all. 

So, did she feel relieved to invite herself to come up? 

Dangdang... 

Hearing the sound of cutting vegetables inside, Qin Yu looked a little curiously towards the kitchen. 

I saw Beiyi hung an apron, operating skillfully and skillfully in the kitchen where neither of them could 

turn around. 

Next door is the inner room, which is also the original bedroom. 

She said that her roommate will not come back today, so the door will be closed tightly. 

After a short while, two dishes and one soup will be cooked. 

A plate of hot and sour cabbage, a plate of fried pork with green peppers, absolutely serve. 

The steamed rice from the small pot in the steamer is not bad. 

"It's a bit simple, don't be surprised." Bei Yi said softly with his head lowered and the two sitting on the 

small Mazha at the folding table. 

All the time, she was worried that what she did could not satisfy Qin Yu. 

Beiyi also wanted to invite Qin Yu to go to the restaurant, but the next time he wanted to eat, he would 

cost hundreds of yuan to order two dishes. 

She has only 50 yuan left for food this month, which is not enough... 

Thinking of the other car driving like a tank, Bei Yi's heart became more uneasy. 

Ha ha ha ha ~ 

The sound of chewing came into his ears, and Bei Yi, who was still worried before, raised his head. 

Seeing that Qin Yu was holding the vegetables, he was pulling the rice with big mouthfuls. 



She found that she looked at herself and said with a smile: "Fragrant, it's the taste of this home-cooked 

dish. I haven't eaten it for a long time." 

Speaking of two chopsticks, he put half a plate of hot and sour cabbage in a bowl, and Qin Yu said 

happily, "I'm not welcome." 

With a bright smile on his face, Bei Yi's tone finally gained some confidence, and he nodded and said: 

"Well, you can eat more." 

Stir-fried pork with green peppers and hot and sour cabbage, let him kill two-thirds by himself. 

After adding two bowls of rice, Qin Yu put down the bowl, wiped his mouth with paper, and said, "It's so 

delicious. There must be someone in your family who is a cook." 

Bei Yi bit his chopsticks and said happily, "My grandpa is..." 

Seeing her expression suddenly lost, compared to the old man being very close to her, Qin Yu 

interrupted and said, "The inheritance of craftsmanship is not lost, it's okay." 

"I have another bowl of soup." 

Qin Yu saw that there was no spoon in the small stainless steel basin, so he picked up the basin and said, 

"I just poured it, haha." 

The more comfortable he was, the less pressure and low self-esteem in Beiyi's heart. 

Seeing that Qin Yu was full of recognition for her cooking, she was a hundred times happier than she 

was full. 

咚咚咚~ 

After drinking the soup in one breath, Qin Yu wiped his mouth and sighed: "I'm full, so comfortable." 

Look at him rubbing his belly and enjoying the look on his face. 

Beiyilian vegetables with soup, put them up together and pour them into the rice, accompanied by small 

mouthfuls into the mouth. 

The mouth is not big, but the action of eating is quick. 

When she finished eating, there was not even a drop of rice left in the bowl, so it was clean! 

After drinking the remaining soup, Bei Yi got up and said, "I'm going to wash the dishes." 

Qin Yu also got up, "I have eaten the meal, thank you and thank you, it's not early, I will leave." 

Bei Yi put the bowl in the sink and hurried out and said, "Then I will give it to you." 

"Don't give it away, it's so dark outside, and it's not safe for a girl." 

"Um, can I write down your number?" Bei Yi squeezed his neckline nervously, and instinctively lowered 

his head again. 



She was worried that she would be rejected, and when she thought of this possibility, she didn't have 

the courage to face it. 

"Okay, what's your number, I'll call you." Qin Yu said. 

"Well, my phone is dead, I will write it down on paper." Hearing his promise, Bei Yi hurriedly called in the 

paper money. 

After writing down Qin Yu's number and repeatedly confirming that it was correct, she happily put away 

the notebook. 

"Thank you today, Classmate Qin." Thanks again to Qin Yu and watched him walk into the elevator 

before Bei Yi closed the door and locked it. 

Turning his back to the door, Bei Yi suddenly returned to his mind and quickly ran to the window next to 

the bed and looked down. 

Vaguely, a figure walked towards the gate of the community. 

Soon after, the tank-like car started again and turned around and drove in the direction it had come. 

When he couldn't even see the rear of the car, Beiyi sat back by the bed. 

Thinking of the number recorded in the notebook, Bei Yi hurriedly picked up the canvas bag he had sent 

for a long time, and rummaged in it. 

"Found it." While speaking, an elderly machine appeared in Beiyi's hands. 

Enter the numbers on the notebook one by one, and Beiyi carefully entered the three words "Student 

Qin". 

Then, just holding the phone like this, looking at the name and number on it. 

… 

… 

Back to the garage, it was already 12:21 in the morning. 

Qin Yu parked the car in the parking space, gave instructions, pulled down the rolling gate again, and left 

with McLaren. 

Shortly after he left, a man with white temples appeared in front of the garage door. 

If you participated in the auto show before, the little net celebrity pushed by Qin Yu was there. 

You will recognize that this person is the man who bought the video from him and asked him to delete 

the original video. 

I saw the other person standing in front of the rolling gate, looking around. 

After confirming that there was no one nearby, he took out the palm of his pocket and opened it, and a 

master key appeared in his palm. 



Insert the key, the card slot fits while shaking back and forth, and the rolling shutter is opened smoothly. 

Bend down and dived into it, the man immediately pulled the door down. 

In the dark garage, only black outlines can be seen. 

"What's all this?" The man whispered and took out his mobile phone, turned on the flashlight and shot 

forward. 

A pitch-black metal praying mantis head came into view, and the man was taken aback. 

Almost threw the phone out. 

Backed hurriedly and hit the rolling shutter, the man suddenly noticed that the ghost in front of him 

didn't seem to react in any way. 

Realign the light source to the head of the praying mantis. The dark black metal texture is smooth and 

seamless, which looks like a one-piece streamlined metal appearance. 

The broad shoulders, the arms hanging beside him, and the vicious triangular head like a mantis give 

people an evil sense of sight. 

"This is a robot?" the man said in shock. 

With a trembling mood, the man reached out and touched the smooth shoulder of the robot. 

despair! 

The palm rests firmly on the metal, and the cold texture makes the man clearly realize that he is not 

dreaming. 

Then, crazy laughter sounded in the garage. 

That's great, it's great. 

Just take this thing back, glory and wealth, everything... 

The man who fell into the extravagant fantasy of the future did not notice the dark black "eyes" on the 

mantis-like triangular head. 

It is gradually glowing scarlet... 

puff! 

Crazy laughter came suddenly, followed by a struggling twitch and the sound of a sharp blade piercing 

the flesh and blood. 

The lights went out and the garage was calm again. 

It was just the man who broke in and never came out of the garage again. 

… 

… 



When receiving the news from Kylin, Qin Yu had just arrived at the W Hotel, at the door of Jia Jingsi's 

room. 

Knowing that it has been cleaned up, I stopped thinking of going back again. 

"Find out his identity." 

"Found..." 

Information with photos appeared in front of you, scrolling down line by line. 

But after reading it, Qin Yu was even more dizzy. He didn't see who could instruct the other party to do 

such a thing. 

Or in other words, there may be too many people instructing him. 

However, in the list of contacts with the other party, there was a name that caught Qin Yu's attention. 

Ye Haotian! 

Once is a coincidence, twice can no longer be regarded as a coincidence. 

It seems that the Ye Family Young Master was hitting himself... 

If you want to find something to do for him, you should first say hello to Ye Jinlan. 

He can make up for anyone's face, and Ye Lao's face must be given. 

After the other party retired, he went to the Northwest to give the miracle platform to express his 

absolute support for himself and warn Xiao Xiao. 

Breaking his promise to never participate in affairs after retirement, this love alone is worthy of Qin Yu's 

whole life. 

For an old man who regards discipline as everything, no one knows how difficult it is for him to break 

the rules with his own hands. 

But even for his nephew, he had never done this before. 

In fact, after visiting the abandoned city, he returned to the old mansion in Shangdu. 

Stay deep in simple, live a secluded life without asking the world! 

The miracle company has not been harassed so far, and we must thank Ye Lao Yu Wei, how can Qin Yu 

forget? 

"I hope it will work well this time, otherwise..." Opening the door, Qin Yu decided to call Ye Jinlan again 

tomorrow morning. 

Now, he is going to cultivate the land! 

The next day. 

Qin Yu went to the gym to play with dumbbells first, and UU reading www.uukanshu.com went to the 

swimming pool to play with water. 



Back to the room, after 8 o'clock in the time, I dialed Ye Jinlan's number. 

"Jin Lan~" After a long time no see, the two naturally have a lot to say at home. 

Hu told Missing, Ye Jinlan asked him whenever he was there. 

"You are really cruel enough to keep the lazy cat still in Shangdu. She has been training in the dance 

troupe recently." 

Ye Jinlan releases her big move, she knows Qin Yu's concern for this little girlfriend. 

If his weight is only 7, then Lazy Cat’s weight in his heart is 12... 

Although this makes her very upset, it can't change the facts! 

"I want to go back to school to attend the graduation ceremony, and I will also miss the liftoff on the 

28th... When I finish this matter, I will go to Shangdu!" 

"it is good." 

Ye Jinlan pondered for a moment and said, "I will give you an answer about Ye Haotian's matter." 

 


